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Search for Justice

1.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Air Force is taking the first steps
to dispatch dozens of warplanes
to the Persian Gulf area, setting
in motion "Operation Infinite
Justice" for the promised war on
terrorism.
President Bush's national
security adviser, Condoleezza
Rice, said Wednesday, "The
United States is repositioning
some of its forces to support the
president's goal." She would not
elaborate.
Senior
defense
officials,
speaking
on condition
of
anonymity,
said combat aircraft.
ineluding
F - 1 6
Fighting President Bush
Falcons will speak tonight
and F-15
at 8 p.m. CST
Eagles, will
before a joint
be precedsession of
ed by Air
Force airCongress
lift control
teams from bases in California
and New Jersey.
The airlift control teams will
establish what the Air Force calls
an "air bridge." coordinating
ground communications to
match up refueling aircraft with
fighters and, later, bombers
crossing the Atlantic.
It probably will take about a
week to get the combat planes in
posilion, one official said.
Asked
whether Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
had signed a deployment order.
his chief deputy, Paul Wolfowitz
said Wednesday, "There are
movements and we will see more
movements.- He would not elaborate.
Some officials involved in the
military planning want Bush to
target Iraq, but advisers close to
the president say Saddam
Hussein is not an initial target.
He wants to strike Osama bin
Laden and his alleged terrorist
network,, the officials said,
speaking on condition of
anonymity..However, the Bush administration has put the world on
notice that any nation — including Iraq — harboring terrorists
could be the focus of U.S. strikes
down the line.
The Sept. El terror strikes that
demolished the World Trade
Center towers and one side of the
Pentagon were direct attacks on

II See Page 2

Duo to be presented
Golden Horseshoe
awards Friday

GARY C KNAPP AP Photo
INFINATE JUSTICE ... Sailors aboard the aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt lower the U.S. flag Wednesday off the coast
of Norfolk, Va. The carrier began air operations within hours of leaving the port and heading into the Atlantic Ocean. Navy officials declined to say whether the attacks had changed the battle group's destination.

Forum here discusses terrorism
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
From the causes to the solutions to the philosophy of war and retaliation, there is no shortage of opinions across the country regarding the
recent terrorist attacks on the U.S.
Some of those opinions were on display
Wednesday evening at the Freed Curd
Auditorium at Murray State University, as the
university's Institute for International Studies
sponsored a forum on "International Terrorism:
Challenges and Options."
The seven-person panel consisted of five
MSU faculty members,two of whom are natives
of foreign countries; one international student;
and one former operative of the Central
Intelligence Agency.
A crowd of over 250 people. consisting mostly of MSU students, turned out for the forum,
which was broadcast live by WKMS, the university's public radio station.
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Staff Report
Ledger & Times
Due to a reporter's 'error.
Hutchens said that the county
Wednesday's story and headline
cannot return the animals. District
regarding Tuesday's Calloway
Judge'Leslie Furches wrote an order
County Fiscal Court meeting incorstating the county would maintain
rectly stated, that Ricky Watson's
the care of the animals pending
family had filed suit against the
appeal.
county.
"If we did..whAt he wanted, we'd
According to County Attorney
be
in contempt," Hutchens said.
Randy Hutchens, Mayfield attorney
Ben Lookofsky, who represents "The county hasn't done anything
Watson, sent a letter to Hutchens wrong."
Lookofsky says the court order
stating that if the animals in custody
were not returned to the Watson states that the county is not allowed
family's care, then a lawsuit would to dispose of (sell or destroy) the
animals.
be brought before the county.
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Most of that crowd had
were echoed by MSU
thinned out by the end of
history professor Bill
the 2 1/2-hour discussion,
Schell. who pointed out
but that did not limit the
that a chemical attack
panel's sometimes lively
would have yielded far
discourse which hit on
more damage than the
"e
r
l
topics ranging from the r
physical attacks that
history of terrorism to the
were actually carried
r.4
modern definition of terout.
rorist.
"This is a lose-lose
"While I was quite sursituation," Schell said.
prised at the magnitude of
,4111111111 "It's going to get worse
the attack. I was not surEDWARD SHERIDAN t edger 8. Times photo before it gets better, I can
prised that the attack DISCUSSING TERRORISM ... MSU almost guarantee it."
occurred," said Michael professor Seid Hassan (right) speaks
Both he and Paul
Paul, who was assigned to during last night's
forum at MSU. At pointed 'to instances of
the CIA's counterterrorterrorism carried out by
left is student Sharaf Alkibsi.
ism center in the early
groups other than the
1990s. "I expect the next thing we will see will radical Islamic sect led by Osama bin Laden that
be even more destructive and inhumane."
Paul's beliefs on terrorist attacks in the future •See Page 2

Watson has not filed suit vs. county

KRISTY
HOPPER/Ledger &
Times photo
GIVE
'EM
A
HAND ... This
East Elementary
student works on
a handprint that
will
eventually
make
a
big
American flag as
part of a performance
the
school will put
on
tomorrow.
See story on
Page 2.
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"There's no legal grounds for
them to hold on to these animals,"
he said Wednesday.
Watson was to appear in Carlisle
County Circuit Court for bond reinstatement today (Thursday) at 1:30
p.m.
In July. Watson was found guilty
of animal cruelty for allegedly malnurishing his herd of horses and
goats. He was released on bond on
the condition that he not purchase or
be in contact with any animals.
On Aug. 13, he was found in violation of that bond and iS'currently
being housed at the Calloway
County Detention Center.
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MSU News Bureau
On Friday, two Murray State
University alumni — Mancil
Vinson and Olen Foster Martin —
will be honored a the annual
Founders Day ceremony as the
2001 Golden Horseshoe recipients
at 2 p.m. in the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
Martin, known to many as "Len
Foster," received a bachelor's
degree in business administration in
1949. He is the retired owner, operator and president of Martin
Theatres, a chain of 10 motion picture theatres and three restaurants in
north central Ohio.
A veteran of World War II, •
Martin is the general manager of
Jaycee Village Senior Apartments
in Columbus, Ohio.
While a student at MSU. Martin
was a member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, owner and leader of the
Len Foster Band, and production
director of Campus Lights in 1947.
'48 and '49. He was also Student
Organization class representative
and a member of the College News
staff in 1948 and1949.
In the late 30s and through the
50s, student musicians formed
dance bands or, orchestras as a
means of creative'expression and of
supplementary income. The Len •
Foster Band was very popular and
Olen Foster Martin led it at MSU,
both prior to — and after — the
interruption of World War II.
A life member of the Murray
University
State
Alumni
Association, Martin and the musicians in the Len Foster Band have
continued their strong musical passions and talent through their
involvement and association with
MSU. This involvement has established a musical legacy and influence on MSU alumni, faculty and
students of music from a bygone era
that will be prevalent for years to
come.
Martin organized a reunion of
the MSU-era Len Foster Band.
some members of whom are not
Murray State graduates. for
Homecoming celebrations in 1995
and 1997-2000.
Plans are underway for this
group's final reunion during
Homecoming 2001.
Martin organizes this Len Foster
Reunioti almost entirely himself —
securing lodging, working with
caterers, planning events, coordinating with the music department
and contacting band alumni members and loyal followers about the
event. Each reunion includes a
Friday night reception and meal, a
"jam session" at the Performing
Arts- Hall in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center that is open to the public, and a Saturday evening banquet.
Band members also participate
in Tent City. lending their musical
talents to the Alumni All-Star
Dixieland Band+Some group.
Through Martin's musical talents with the Len Foster Band during Homecoming activities, musical
opportunities to MSU band students
to sit in and play with the Len
Foster Band are also offered.
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is being blamed for the recent U.S.
attacks. Schell brought up instances
of terrorism in Ireland, for example,
while Paul provided a brief synopsis
of terrorism during the 1980s.
"We're not very good at remembering," Paul said. "Now,in one fell
swoop, we have lost one-tenth of the
men we lost in Vietnam."
"Terrorism has been with the
United States and the rest of the
world for a long time," said Seid
Hassan, an associate professor of
economics and finance at MSU who
is a native of Ethiopia. "Re-activating ... military personnel will not
solve the problem."
With such a current emphasis on
obliterating global terrorism, however, most of the panelists agreed
that the U.S. — and the rest of the
world — must first decide exactly
what constitutes a terrorist act.
cannot
he
"Understanding
achieved through public hysteria."
said Taufiq Rashid, a native of
Bangladesh who now works in the
MSU history department. "Do we
of
bout
want
another
McCarthyism?"
"The Pentagon is a legitimate
military target." Paul said. "The
attack on the World Trade Center
was the act of a terrorist.Further clouding the issue.
though, is U.S. involvement with

• Justice U.S
words 'Muslim' or 'Arab' in the From Front
media, it has been accompanied by
the word 'terrorist,— said Michael the United States, Rumsfeld said today (Thursday) on NBC's "Today."
"The only way to deal with that kind of attack is in self-defense to go
Morgan, an assistant professor in
MSU's department of English and after the terrorists that are perpetrating those crimes and we must also go
philosophy. "As politically correct after the nations that are harboring and financing and supporting and facilRumsfeld said.
as we are, these words have been itating and tolerating these terrorists,"
Force planes to the Persian Gulf
Air
send
to
order
the
from
Separate
linked. It's innocent, naive, but it's
area, the aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt and the ships in its battle
still ignorant."
group left their home port at Norfolk, Va., on Wednesday for a scheduled
Alkibsi said it is often difficult to six-month deployment to the Mediterranean.
convey the American concepts of
Just before the carrier left Norfolk Naval Station, the Navy secretary,
freedom and democracy to coun- Gordon England, gave the sailors a pep talk.
tries, such as Palestine, that have
"We're learning once again that freedom and liberty and the American
dTily experienced the U.S. through way of life are not a birthright," he said. "It is time for us to pick up the
mantle to destroy terrorism and remove this cancer."
its military aid to other countries.
The loudspeaker played "New York, New York" as the carrier pulled
With all that to consider, the
question still remains as to how the away from the pier.
Th/ deployment from Norfolk includes more than 15,000 sailors and
. and the rest of the world will
U.Ss, including 2,100 Marines aboard a battle-ready unit known as an
Marin
deal with global terrorism..In fact,
Amphibious Ready Group, led by the assault ship USS Bataan.
the panel even seemed split on how
to deal with this one particular incident.
"They want a war," Paul said.
"There are only so many people
AARP in Atlanta.
who are willing to take up the man- From Front
A past president
tle of killing innocent civilians."
Schell said he does not believe, Through this opportunity, students of the Kentucky
though, that the U.S. needs to gain valuable experience playing in Farm Press and
become involved in an all-out war a jazz band,learn to sight read music Radio Association,
and perform with the band at their Vinson assisted Dr.
with the Arab nations.
Kern Alexander's
"As soon as rubber body bags performances.
Vinson received his bachelor's initial involvement
start coming back from there, we'll
lose our enthusiasm (for war)," he degree in agriculture education in with the AARP
Martin
1949. He retired from MSU where Legislative
said.
presithe
to
served
he
assistant
as
Committee.
"An incision has got to be very
their
small. It's an arrest, plain and sim- dent and director of alumni affairs. Through
A long-time donor and supporter of effortg, numerous
ple.MSU athletics, a scholarship was avenues of cooperestablished in Vinson's honor in ation were imple1981.
mented between
Vinson is the first agriculture MSU
and
graduate to receive the Agriculture Kentucky Senior
Alumnus of the Year award from the Citizens.
ance.
Vinson
Alumni
Agriculture
MSU
This involveAccording to East teacher, Linda Stalls, the hands
Association in 1965. Through ment led to Vinson's serving as the
will he sent to Public School (PS) No. 3 in Brooklyn,
numerous endeavors since his retire- original contact for the "AARP 50N.Y.. following Friday's performance.
ment, Vinson has continued his Plus Fun Fair", now the district plan
"It's our way of sending support and hope to the
involvement with MSU.
for promoting educational, service
In 1994, Vinson served on the and social programs partnership
students there(New York) who may have lost someone
West Kentucky Exposition Council with Murray State. In addition,
close to them," Stalls said.
where he provided recommenda- Vinson's efforts resulted in obtainThe school also plans to honor local firemen and
tions for the improvement and pro- ing $2,000 sponsorships to MSU for
city officials, who have been invited to attend the promotion of the West Kentucky the 2000-2001 program.
gram.
Livestock
and Exposition Center. In
Most 'recently. Vinson served on
".Y•'e plan on honoring them and their brothers in
has been instrumen- the Vision Quest campaign commitVinson
addition
New York by saying the pledge to them while they are
tal in securing the American tee. Vision Quest, Murray State
holding an American flag," Stalls added.
Association of Retired Persons University's first-ever comprehenStalls also commented that the school is trying to
(AARP) grant for Murray State sive capital campaign, recently surprepare a slide show that will be presented during the
University's Center for Continuing passed the $25 million goal with
song,"God Bless America."
Education and in promoting the over $30.5 million in gifts and
• Friday's program is expected to last about 45 min"Getting Started with Computers" pledges being raised.
utes. Stalls said the audience can expect to see "lots of
class at MSU, promoting it with the
singing and flag-waving."

groups in the past that are now being
defined as terrorists. For example.
bin Laden was among the
Palestinian fighters who receive
U.S. funding to combat Russia during the Cold War years.
"One man's freedom fighter is
another man's terrorist," said
Rashid. "We were not attacked by
freedom fighters in this case."
While not dismissing the attacks
or shifting blame, some of the panelists said that Americans cannot
fully grasp the living conditions that
people must face in the Middle East
and how those conditions can make
residents there very susceptible to
the recruitment efforts of radical
leaders, such as bin Laden.
"You don't realize the oppression
that these people are facing," said
Sharal Alkibsi. a native of Yemen
who is currently a M.B.A. student at
MSU. "These people are giving up
their lives because their lives are
just that bad. Plus, these leaders are
very smart."
"Make no mistake: We're dealing
with human beings and human emotions." said Fred Miller, a MSU faculty member in the department of
management, marketing and business administration. "It does us no
good to treat this as a holy war
against evil without trying to determine human motives."
"Most of the time we hear the

• Honors ...

East students work on patriotic tribute
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By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
Since Monday. the teachers and students of East
Calloway Elementary School have been working on a
program to"show its patriotism towards America and to
honor the policemen and firemen of Calloway County.
in addition to their brothers w ho were lost during the
recent terrorist attacks.
The program. which is scheduled for 2 p.m. Friday.
will feature patriotic songs to he sung by each grade
level, kindergarten through 5th grade. at the school.
In addition to songs, students have also been busy
tracing outlines of their hands on red, white and blue
paper. These hands — which are being called "Hands
of Hope" — will he cut out and signed by the student,
who will also write some words of encouragement on
the hands.
Once the hands are completed. an American flag
will he created from the hands to be displayed on the
wall of the school's gymnasium for Friday's perform-
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Bush administration seeks shift in farm spending
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
break from traditional Republican
farm policy, the Bush administration
on Wednesday criticized subsidies
for big grain and cotton farms and
proposed putting money into conservation programs that benefit more
growers.
The subsidies are causing "unintended (and unwanted) tonsequences," by stimulating excess production and inflating land rents, the
administration said in a 120-page
report outlining its priorities for farm
and food policy.
Rewarding farmers for conservation and strengthening controls
against food borne diseases and crop
pests would provide broad benefits to
the country, the report said.
"Agricultural policy should

embrace everybody who is in the for farmers who take steps to control
agricultural _sector," said J.B. Penn, animal waste and prevent fertilizer
the Agriculture Department's under- -runoff from their fields.
secretary for farm and foreign agri"It really is a call for change," said
Tim Searchinger, an attorney with
cultural services.
The bulk of federal subsidies go to the activist group Environmental
large farms that raise corn, wheat, Defense.
The American Farm Bureau
rice, cotton and soybeans, crops that
account for 20 percent of the nation's Federation, the nation's biggest farm
group, reacted more coolly.
agricultural output.
"If you read between the lines,
The report also said new trade
agreements are needed to expand they're talking about basing farm
policy more on social interests than
markets for U.S. farm products.
Penn, a Democratic economist, production. We would disagree with
was the report's chief architect but he that kind of philosophy," said Mary
said the recommendations had been Kay Thatcher, a lobbyist for the
group.
approved by the White House.
Environmentalists praised the
The report made few specific proreport, especially its assessment of posals but instead was intended to
existing subsidy programs and its provide guidance for Congress as it
endorsement of incentive payments revises programs scheduled to expire

a year from now.
The 175,000 largest farms, which
At a news conference Wednesday, have traditionally dominated subsidy
Agriculture Secretary Ann Veneman programs, account for two-thirds of
deflected questions about congres- the nation's agricultural sales but just
sional proposals. She said the report one third of the crop and ranch land.
was not being critical of existing pro- Those large farms, which report
grams but rather was "our attempt to annual sales of $250,000 or more,
give a realistic assessment."
have average household incomes of
However, in questioning support $135,397, the report said.
programs that primarily benefit large
The bulk of federal subsidies go to
farmers, the report's conclusions rep- --farmers who raise corn, wheat, rice,
resent a change from longtime cotton and soybeans, although those
Republican farm policy.
crops account for just 20 percent of
-Highly efficient commercial the nation's agricultural output.
farms benefit enormously from price
Veneman has not taken a position
supports, enabling them to expand on a farm bill approved by the House
their operations and lower costs even Agriculture Committee this summer,
more," the report said. "Others have but the administration's recommennot received enough benefits to dations are likely to be more in line
remain viable and have been with proposals expected to be issued
absorbed along the way."
soon by leaders of the Senate

Agriculture Committee: Iowa Sen.
Tom Harkin, the panel's Democratic
chairman, and Indiana Sen. Dick
Lugar, the committee's senior
Republican.
"Focusing more on conservation
is a responsible policy which will
benefit everyone in America, not just
farmers," Harkin said, reacting to the
administration's report.
But the chairman of the House
Agriculture Committee, Texas
Republican Larry Combest, said the
House bill was "fully consistent"
with the administration's priorities.
That legislation, which would
cost nearly $170 billion over 10
years, would expand subsidy programs for grain and cotton farmers
while also boosting conservation
programs.

Soldiers, families watt for orders

Lions Club Photo

PLANNING STAGE ... Planning the 2001 Lion's Club Radio Auction are (l-r) David Harrington,
vice-president Bill Furst, president Darrel McFerron, David Ramey, chairman Einar Jenstrom,
Rowina Wilburn, Charles Homra, Errol Sanert, and Pat Coleman.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Even for military families who
know the drill, the quiet is a little
more anguishing this time for the
spouses, children and relatives of
soldiers awaiting orders from a
nation at war.
"We don't know exactly who
our enemy is," said Vilma Boyance,
whose husband is based at Fort
Campbell, home of one of the
nation's rapid-deploy divisions.
We don't know what to expect."
Many spouses here lived
through the Persian Gulf War in
1991, when Fort Campbell soldiers
were among the first called to
serve. They've seen family members deployed since on peacekeeping and humanitarian missions to
Kuwait, Kosovo and elsewhere.
But as the Pentagon on
Wednesday ordered combat aircraft
to bases in the Persian Gulf are4 in
response to last, week's terrorist
attacks, they readily admit that this
is different — and their emotions

reflect that.
"We were there at Desert Storm
to protect other people, but this
time our own people have been personally and brutally attacked on our
homeland," said Boyance, a former
Army nurse who now has 4-monthold twins. "There is a swell of
patriotism here, but also an awareness that there will be costs."
The Fort Campbell Army base
on the Tennessee-Kentucky border
is a community within itself, a
home to both firing ranges for soldiers and playgrounds for their
children.
With approximately 24,000 soldiers, it supports some 40,000 family members who live both on and
off post. Along with housing the
Army's prestigious 101st Airborne
Division, there are day cares, a hospital, eight chapels, numerous
stores and five on-base schools for
about 3,000 youngsters.
The base has been a flurry of
activity since the terrorist attacks

Parks to honor
distinguished
veteran
PADUCAH, Ky. — Paducah
Parks Services announced last week
it is accepting nominations for the
2001 Distinguished Veteran Award.
The winner will be honored during
Paducah's sixth annual Veterans'
Day Parade on Saturday. Nov. 10.
"We're looking for a veteran who
was a hero... and who,through his or
her service, has really given a great
deal to the community," states Larry
McCullaugh, chairman of the
Veterans' Day Parade Committee.
"This is a Way to recognize an
'unsung hero' — a person who has
never been honored publicly for military service."
Anyone, male or female, who has
served in ony branch of the military
may be nominated. He also said
nominees do not necessarily need to
have served during wartime or in a
military conflict.
as
selected
person
The
Distinguished Veteran for 2001 will
be told in person by the committee,
which will show up at the honoree's
home or place of business in the
days leading up to Veterans' Day and
the local parade on Saturday.
Nominations must be submitted
to Paducah Parks Services no later
than Oct. 12. Each letter of nomination should state why the person
deserves the honor and how their
service has impacted the community.
Details needed are: person's name,
gender, age, branch of service and
dates, home address, place of
employment, and how the person
may be contacted. Information must
also include the name and phone
number of the person making the
nomination.
A committee of five to seven people will judge all entries. Then the
npminator, Veterans' Day Parade
committee members and Parks officials will work together to surprise
the individual. He or she will be honored during preliminary festivities
on Nov. 10 and ride in the parade
down Broadway. beginning at I I
a.m.
For more information about the
or
Parade
Day
Veterans'
Distinguished Veteran nomination,
contact Paducah Parks, 444-8508.

helping people in our community. All the monies
raised in this endeavor stay here in Murray and
Calloway County. Most of the proceeds will be used
in support of our local sight conservation program
that is widely known and utilized in our community,"
he added.
Chair Einar Jenstrom advised that starting this
month, eight teams will make calls on Our local business owners and managers once again requesting their
support and assistance.

It Takes A Village
Childcare Center, Inc.

ANNOUNeES
New Extended Hours
24 Hours 6 Days A Week
1406 B N. 12th St. • At The Village •(270) 762-0210
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Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3,000o. Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

Lion's auction set for October
Special to the Ledger
The annual Lion's Club Radio Auction will be Oct.
15-17 from 6-9 p.m. on WRKY (1130 AM) and
WNBS(1340 AM).
President Darrel McFerron reported,"This will be
the 35th consecutive year for the event. Our club's
extended success has only been possible because of
the generous support from local business owners and
mangers along with the owners and managers of our
local radio stations.
"This fund-raising effort by our club is all about

put the nation's military on high
alert. And while families have tried
to go on with their lives, they admit
it is difficult amid heightened security and soldiers preparing for the
possibility of heading overseas.
"The base is in my backyard,
and it's hard to keep things normal
when there are BlaCkhawks flying
overhead," said Mary DuBois,
whose husband just finished his
tour of duty and believes he could
be called back into service.
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9:00 AM until 11:00 AM.

Open -Fo All High School and Collegiate Athletes
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The Alliance
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Sports / Rehab Medicine

650 N. 12th St., Murray

762-0081

Old Country Store

FRIDAY FISH FRY
$7.49
Every Friday we serve a traditional fish fry starting at 11 a.m.
We start with four handcut cod fillets freshly battered in our
own special recipe. All fried up to a golden bro%n and served
with plenty of steak fries,fresh cole slaw, malt vinegar, biscuits
"N
-- and cornbread muffins. *
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Across the Editor's Desk
By ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor

Tragedy's silence broken with prayers
Eve been silent on
last week's terrorist
attacks, compared to
other newspapers and
their editorials, and I
don't know why.
Maybe it's because
there's always been this
constant barrage of
information that it's
been difficult — on a personal level — to
process it all. Of course, it could be that
I'm still numb to the whole series of
events like I was when I first saw the airplane strike the World Trade Center.
Looking back at it now, already over a
week ago, it still seems like a haze. I
remember Edward Sheridan talking on
the phone early that Tuesday morning
and saying that there was a TV in the
background of the place he was calling
and that there w as talk of a plane hitting

the World Trade Center.
My first reaction was a horrible accident; someone just learning to fly and
making a terrible mistake. We flipped on
the TV here at the paper and caught the
breaking news from CBS — indeed, a
plane had collided with one of the towers, but the thought was of a small. plane.
The crash would slightly alter my front
page plans. I thought, and I began to go
back to work.
Let me pause here and explain that I
am not callous, nor am I heartless. An
unfortunate side effect to this world of
journalism is that you read or hear about
tragedies everyday and one bleeds into
the next. Most are the ones that everyone
learns about — i.e., the Andrea Yates and
Columbines or Heath High Schools of
the world or the Bill Clinton and Jesse
Jackson scandals. But we also come
across lesser known calamities through

Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVAL
Syndlcated Co(umnist

normal wire transmissions that don't
make the front pages or the 6 o'clock
news, and also are touched by what happens in our own communities, as well.
It's sad to say, but you get to a stage
where a plane crash is another plane
crash. But what soon happened after that
first bulletin went beyond plane crash.
When the second plane hit, suspicions
rose. Then we learned it was no small 2seat, single engine plane, but a jet.
A jet? How?
The strike on the Pentagon was what
made me honestly stop and evaluate
exactly where I was in the world. I can
still feel the cold shiver I got at that
moment. By the plane crashing into the
Pentagon, I felt what people in Bosnia
and London during the bombing raids of
World War II must have felt.
I felt like I was being attacked. And
that feeling was, unfortunately, on the

money.
Stories allotted that day for the front
were pushed back and we ran the large
photo of the smoking Trade Center towers with the wire story about the attacks
on New York City, Washington and the
plane crash in Pennsylvania.
More stories have run, and I honestly
don't know when there won't be a story
related to the terrorist attacks on our
front. And I think this constant bombardment helped keep me silent for as long as
it has.
The ice breaker, if you will, has been
the outpouring of patriotism that has been
shown; not just in New York or D.C., or
even here in our own backyards, but all
over. Across the seas to foreign soil
where Americans haven't always been
seen in a positive light.
Also, the rejuvenation of prayer and
faith in God Almighty. And this has been

shown not just in our churches but in our
schools where G-O-D is often seen as a
four-letter word. Sadly, it has taken a
tragedy of this magnitude to get us back
in church.
There's not a person this act of terrorism and cowardice hasn't touched, and I
pray for those directly — and indirectly
— affected each day. I pray for this
nation and its leaders, as well as our
young people who are just emerging into
this cruel world and who may have to
carry on this war.
'Prayer can heal wounds and hurts. I
believe it can do so now. I believe it can
strengthen us as a people, as individuals,
and as a nation. But we must be constant in it and not wait for tragedy to
strike before we bow our heads and close
our tear-filled eyes.

From Our Readers

Dear Editor:
concerned about the resources
things which will lead and direct
We have been divisive and have
1, like everyone, have felt a
being available to assist victims of
these dear ones in the right direc- ignored Your prayer that we be
broad spectrum of emotions follow- a disaster.
tion?
'ONE'in You. We have loved our
ing our tragic terrorist attacks.
My hope is that we will never
We all take pride in our nation, religion more than we have loved
Disbelief, sadness, fear and anger
experience a tragedy of this magni- and in our community, in particular. You. We have loved our beautiful
to name a few. The grief experitude again, but I am confident that
This was a poor article to place in homes,our manicured lawns, our
enced by the families of those that
together we will respond quickly
our local paper. We have so many social position and our money
FRANKFORT. K.
Only. thc ..\dministration regulations of facto- died so unexpectedly and the magand generously if the need arises.
good things happening in our area more, much more, than we should.
nitude of the loss to all Americans
ery young will not remember pre- ry farms.
which are of interest to all of us and
We have given our time to many
ciselv where they were and what
Jean R. Masthay would surely' not blaspheme our good causes and have had little
The petty spats between is beyond my comprehension.
We all ache from this horrific
'they were doing at 9 a.m. Tuesday'. Republicans and Democrats in the
Executive Director Heavenly Father.
time left for spending privately
Sept. II. 2001, when someone legislature are just that in a world event. But out of the ashes has
Calloway County Chapter
Inez B. Norwood with You and Your Word — the
yelled. "Turn on the television."
American Red Cross
Murray, Ky. only effort which would give us the
where jetliners are deliberately come an outpouring of generosity
For me it was shortly after 9 flown into the sides of skyscrapers. and compassion that encourages
strength to live as You would have
Dear Editor:
when my office phone rang and the
EDITOR'S NOTE — The fol- us to.
We. in •Kentucky. tend to think me.
My position with the American
Tuesday. Sept. II, our blessed lowing is a prayer, submitted for
indomitable Sarah Rutherford, a we don't really have to worry about
And now, Lord, in the light of
nation was given a serious "wake- publication:
retired State Journal newsroom such horrors happening here. We're Red Cross affords me the privilege
all that has happened in our counup" call. From many sources the
Our prayer to God at this horrif- try, we pray that You will forgive
employee, said. "Turn on the televi- Out of the way. International terror- of working alongside of trained
plea went out, even from our gov- ic, life-altering time:
us as a people and as believers, as
sion. Todd. The World Trade ists would hardly concern them- individuals who sacrifice their own
comfort and time to help others
ernment circles, to fervently pray to
"Dear
Lord
and
Father
in
heavones
who have not walked close
Center's on fire..."
selves with us, would they?
when a disaster strikes. I can never
our Heavenly Father — and rightly en,
enough to You to have 'eyes to see
I relayed that information to news
We have our symbols as well. A minimize the role that these volunso!
With broken heart and with true
and ears to hear' — that You will
editor Ron Herron as I headed for plane loaded with fuel flown into the
teers
play
in
carrying
out
our
misHowever. on Sept. 6, 2001 repentance for our own sins, we
once again bless our land as we
the television in a conference room Gold Depository at Fort
Knox sion, but in the aftermath of this
Associated Press had an article approach Your throne with these
bend knees that have grown stiff
only a few steps from our adjacent would make quite a
worldwide spec- tragedy a different group from our
which appeared in the Murray confessions and petitions for ourfrom indifference and pride; and
desks.
tacle. A hundred thousand people community especially warms me.
Ledger and Times: "Guru opens selves and for our fellow man.
that You will help us turn our hearts
The sight %vas •unbelievable. sitting at
Churchill Downs at the
These people have had minimal
shop
in Savannah" in which God
Lord, we have been too compla- back to You — that the people of
breathtaking in its awfulness, but most famous
horse race in the world or no prior involvement with our
was depicted as mere human. This cent — too concerned with small
our nation may become a beacon of
just as the brain accepted what it was
are quite literally a sitting target.
local Red Cross, and yet they have
"news" dealt with an incident far things in our lives to take the time
Light, united in honoring Your
receiving from the eye, a plane flew
As someone holding an airline come to our office bringing their
removed from our community, but to seek Your presence, to seek Your Word and loving You with all our
into %ICY. from the right and almost
the message which this article con- pleasure and Your Word to give us
ticket for Friday. Sept. 14. only 24 coins, hills and checks in order to
hearts — so that pagan nations and
immediately the second World Trade
veyed could well have far-reaching direction. Many of us have substihours after air traffic was allowed to be of direct assistance to the relief
the
many unbelievers may come to
Center tower erupted in flames.
effects on any community.
.resume in the United States, I can efforts.
tuted church attendance for that
know
and love You in all Your
By then a crowd had gathered.
I had an opportunity to share
There are many people searching Divine direction that comes only
assure everyone that it will be a
beauty
and holiness.
staring -mute and frozen as the
for meaning to life, and especially is through one-on-one contact with
long, long time before anyone with Murray High and Calloway
In the precious name of Jesus
images of the unthinkable continued
this true among our young people. You through prayer and through the we ask this — Amen."
hoards a commercial airliner with- County High students and faculty
to play across the screen.
•
that
if
every
high
school
in
America
The
ramifications of this type refer- Spirit — the Holy Spirit You have
Charles and Ella Tidwell
A front page that had trumpeted a out thinking about what happened would respond as quickly and as
ence
to
Jehovah
God
could
be
far
given
to
all
of
us
who
love
You
and
Hazel, Ky.
beginning
shortly
before
9
a.m.
city garbage collection controv ersy
generously as they did last week,
beyond our imaginations! Is it not are the recipients of Your gift of
2001.
Sept.
11,
suddenly was transformed into one
we would never again have to he
more important that we do such salvation.
Like all Americans of a certain
detailing the most terrible foreign
attack against the continental t rifted age and generation. I can remember
States since the British in asion of exactly where I was when word
1812 in which Washington Wa• went out that John F. Kennedy had
been shot in Dallas. I can recall
burned.
where
I was when Bobby Kennedy By GEORGE GEDDA
As the morning staggered forward, what had seemed to he the was assassinated in Los Angeles. AP Writer
worst that could possibly happen and Martin Luther King in Memphis
was succeeded by something even — as well as the unforgettable sight
more horrifying: Reports came in of armored tanks rumbling down
that a plane had crashed into the West End Avenue in Nashville that
Pentagon (impossible. of course. but night right under my dormitory winultimately confirmed i. Then the dow.
Members of another generation
first tower collapsed. Unbelievable.
Then the second t011ow ed. And can tell you where they were, what
finally the•realization that the death they were doing and their _first
toll would not he in the hundreds. it thoughts on. hearing that Japanese
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States is proposed trade agreements.
U.S. officials acknowledge any cooperative counwarplanes had bombed Pearl Harbor ready to reward friends and punish nations that
would be thousands.
For'Indonesia, there also may be the possibili- tries are expected to seek something in return.
In the days that tAlowed. the early on Sunday morning. Dec. 7. don't sign up for a fierce new war on terrorism. ty of a renewal of military ties,
suspended at the
The twin attacks last week also hold out the
garbage collection controversy at 1941. They rarely recall where they Some countries will be lured to help with tasty time of the upheaval in East
Timor. Those issues possibility of closer U.S. ties with Russia.
were
seemed
Hall
so
four years later when World carrots, others pummeled with hard sticks.
City
utterly insignifwere on the agenda Wednesday for the visit of Washington and Moscow share hostility toward
icant as to he laughable. So. too. the War II ended.
"In different nations the carrot may be bigger; Indonesian President Megawati Sukarnoputfi.
the Taliban rule in Afghanistan. Bilateral talks
.latest refusal of legislators here to
Let's hope that isn't the case with in other nations, the stick may be bigger." White Megawati was to meet with
U.S. Trade Wednesday in the two capitals are focusing
on
to
n
sign
tough Patton the war that started last Tuesday.
House spokesman An Fleischer said Tuesday.
Representative Robert Zoellick after. seeing
cooperate.
they
can
ways
In
the
tangible
event
of
Afghanistan is clearly the main recipient of the President Bush and having lunch with him.
cooperation, U.S. officials are expecting
stick so far: the Bush administration has, warned
"T,hat's an important symbol for the rest of the Russian
Russia
to seek something in return from
the ruling Taliban militia in Kabul that it faces world of whether President Megawati will be sucWashington.
military attacks for harboring suspected terrorist cessful with democracy and tolerance," Zoellick
The "sticks" that Fleischer alluded to for uncoOsama bin Laden.
said.
operative
countries have not been specified.
Pakistan, Indonesia and Jordan — perhaps
Elsewhere, the United States has been looking
But
economic
pressure could be brought to
even Sudan or Cuba — may get carrots: .4,7,
for ways to promote a peace process in Sudan, but
Sen. Sam Brownback. R-Kan., said Pakistan previously had little leverage with the Islamic bear in many ways. Two House Republican aides,
should be rewarded for assisting the United States government in Khartoum. In May, Bush called speaking on condition of anonymity, said nations
in pressuring the Taliban militia to turn over bin Sudan "a disaster for all human rights," blaming Involved in the growing, processing and smugLaden and for agreeing to provide airspace rights the government.
gling of opium and heroin could be encouraged
for possible U.S. military action against
But Sudan issued a strong statement of support through threatened sanctions to help the United
Afghanistan.
for the United States after the twin attacks last States attack a major source of terrorist financing.
"The United States is going to have to show week in New York City and Washington, prompts
"The illegal drug trade is one of the golden
the people in Pakistan that it's good to be in a ing Secretary of Slate Cohn POwell to place a gooses this thing," one aide said.
of
good relationship with the United States." friendly call to the Sudanese foreign minister on
Department spokesman Richard Boucher
State
MIN%)
Brownback said, who is a member of the Senate Wednesday — an extremely rare high-level comsaid Tuesday the type of assistance countries can
Foreign Relations Committee.
munication.
offer in the anti-terrorism campaign will vary.,
Pakistan has been under U.S. sanctions
A U.S. official even visited Cuba's diplomatic
"In some countries, it may be law enforcement
because
of
its
nuclear
weapons program and the mission in Washington and asked for whatever
WALTER L. APPEFtSON
ALICE ROUSE
cooperation;
in some countries it may be partiteuouster of its democratic government two years information Cuba might have about the terrorist
Publisher Emeritus
Publisher
individuals we want to look at:sin
lar
groups
or
ago by Gen. Pervez Musharraf, the current presi- attack. Cuba strongly condemned the Sept. II
ERIC WALKER
it may be money flow," he said.
countries
other
dent.
disaster that destroyed the World Trade Center's
Managing Editor
"Some nations are going to be
Fleischer:
Said
Indonesia and Jordan. both Islamic countries twin towers and heavily damaged the Pentagon,
nations are going to be
Some
more.
strongly
spoken
to
have
do
able
tremendous
that
against
the
loss
of
with
life.
Sept. 11 ter'Where there is no uision; the people perish.'
ror attacks in the United States, may find heightBoth Cuba and Sudan are how on a U.S. list of able to do an awful lot Other nations may be only
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC,
ened Bush administration interest in concluding nations that support or sponsor terrorism, and able to do a little."

What were you
doing then?

AP News Analysis

U.S. dangles carrots to line up
nations to fight anti-terrorism war

Letters to the Editor policy...

Letters must be brief and are subject
to rejection and/or editing. Please send
letters to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071. Please include name, address
and telephone number with the letter.
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Deaths
Mrs. Joyce Hargis Weems

Maxie Lynn Squires

Mrs. Joyce Hargis Weems,58, Bartlett, Tenn., died Wednesday, Sept. 19,
2001, at 6:45 a.m. at Methodist Central Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
She had been a chemist for Schering Plough Pharmaceutical Company
for 13 years at Memphis, and had been a medical research assistant for St.
Louis and Washington State University for five years. She had taught biology for two years at Calloway County High School.
A 1961 honor graduate of Murray High School, she graduated from
Murray State University in 1965. She was a member of Bartlett Woods
Church of Christ and of the Society of Cosmetic Chemistry. She was born
Feb. 25, 1943, in Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Ronald Weems, and one daughter,
JoAnna Weems, Barlett; one son, Chad Weems and wife, Jeanie, Nashville,
Tenn.; her parents, Henry and Alene Barnes Hargis, Murray;one sister, Mrs.
Judy Wilson and husband, Ken, St. Louis, Mo.; and two neices, Laura
Byars of Nashville and Melissa Wilson of St. Louis.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Derek Williams will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, from 5 to 8
p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Agape Child and Family
Services, Barleu Woods Church of Christ, 7800 Old Brownsville Rd.,
Bartlett, TN 38002.

Royal! M. Bennett
Royall M. Bennett, 89, Murray, formerly of Mayfield, died Wednesday,
Sept. 19, 2061, at 8:06 a.m. at his home.
A retired employee of K.T. Clay Co., he was a member of First Christian
Church, Mayfield.
His wife, Mrs. Frances H. Sanderson Bennett, and one brother, Regina!
Bennett, both preceded him in death.
Services include one daughter, Mrs. Kathy VerWey, and two granddaughters, Krissi VerWey and Kate VerWey, all of Murray;one great-grandchild.
Graveside services will be Friday at 10 a.m. at Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield. William Roberts will officiate.
- Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity.

Maxie Lynn Squires,63, Garrison„ brother of Mrs. Margaret Shuffett of
Murray, died Thursday, Sept. 13, 2001, at Southern Ohio Medical Center,
Portsmouth, Ohio.
A retired insurance agent, he was formerly employed by the Higgins
Learning Center in Morganfield and Good Shepherd Manor in Piketon. He
was a member of First Baptist Church, Garrison.
Born Dec. 29, 1937, he was the son of the late Thurman Williams Squires
and Christial Yancy Squires. Also preceding him in death were one daughter, Christie Squires Acton, and one sister, Elois Thompson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Karen Cooper Squares; one daughter,
Lynnea Yancy Squires, Garrison; two sons, Jamie Squires, Louisville, and
Darrell Squires, Nicholasville; four sisters, Mrs. Audry Simpson, Bowling
Green, Mrs. Margaret Shuffett, Murray, Ms. Jane Squires, Brookville, Ohio,
and Ms. Connie Squires, Fairbourn, Ohio; two brothers, Harold Squires,
Smith Grove, and Kevin Squires, McCordsville, Ind.; seven grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday, Sept. 16, at 2 p.m. at Sullivan Funeral Chapel,
Garrison. Wes Cooper officiated. Burial was in Waring Cemetery, Garrison.

Alfred (Shorty) Redick
The funeral for Alfred (Shorty) Redick will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. at
Bethesda United Methodist Church in Trigg County, where he was a member. The Rev. James Bush will officiate. Burial will follow in Siloam
Cemetery in Trigg County.
Visitation will be at Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Redick, 81, Detroit, Mich., died Monday, Sept. 17, 2001, at his
home..
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lorene Redick; one daughter, Mrs.
Connie Sue Pickett, Cadiz; three sons, John Wesley Redick, Bowling Green,
James Harvey Redick, Hartland, Mich., and Jeffrey Alexander Redick,
Clarkston, Mich.; three sisters, Mrs. Dardanella Durham, Dexter, Mrs.
Margaret Lancaster, Lamasco, and Mrs. Betty Minton, Bowling Green; 11
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Essie Irene Harrison

READ THE COMMUNITY
PAGE DAILY

Mrs. Essie Irene Harrison, 100, Martin, Tenn., formerly of Fulton and
mother of Charles W. Harrison of Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. 18, 2001, at
11 p.m. at Martin Healthcare Center, Martin, Tenn.
She was a retired machine operator for the former Merit Clothing
Company and had lived in this area most all of her life. She was a member
of South Fulton Baptist Church and had been a member of the Women's
Club of Fulton.
Her husband, Jessie H. Harrison, one daughter, Judy Bennett, three sisters and three brothers all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 13, 1901, in
Weakley County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late William Wade and
Emily Irene Powers Wade.
Survivors-include one daughter, Mrs. Joyce Lawson, Fulton; one son,
Charles W. Harrison, Murray; six grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Obion County Memorial
Gardens, Union City, Tenn. The Rev. James Lawson will officiate.
Visitation will be at Hombeak Funeral Home, Fulton, after 10 a.m.
Friday.
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`Serving The Best BBO, Ribs, Pork & Chicken'
*Homestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches *Burgoo
*Pizza *Salads *Homemade Desserts & More }

West Nile
suspect in
bird deaths
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Dead birds found in Jefferson and
Woodford counties apparently
were infected with West Nile
virus, health officials said
Wednesday.
The virus is carried by birds
and spread by mosquitos. Humans
can contract it. In rare cases, it can
lead to deadly encephalitis,
according to the state bepartment
for Public Health.
The dead birds - a crow and
two sparrows found in Jefferson.
County and a grackle found in
Woodford County - were tested
at the University of Kentucky
Livestock Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory.
Preliminary results indicated
West Nile infection. Samples are
being sent to a national laboratory
fin Madison, Wis., for more testing, Cabinet for Health Services
spokesman Gil Lawson said. If
confirmed, it would be the second
known occurrence of the virus in
Kentucky.
A horse on a farm in Bourbon
County was found to be infected
in August but survived. There has
,been no confirmed case of the
virus in a human in Kentucky.

Artificial heart
makes strides

DINE IN OR CARRY OUT!

Jewish Hospital, Christerson's
family thanked his medical team
and
Abiomed
Inc.,
the
Massachusetts-based maker of the
AbioCor.
"We're cautiously optimistic,
as we know there is a long recovery ahead," Christerson's family
said. "We'd like to thank friends
and family that have been praying
for us."
The family said it would not
make any further public comments" and asked that reporters
respect its privacy.
Friends describe Christerson as
a NASCAR fan who loves barbecue and shrimp. He and his wife
have two grown children, friends
said.
Gray and Dowling said they
also were encouraged by the
progress of Robert Tools, the first
person to receive the AbioCor.
The July 2 operation was performed by the same two doctors at
Jewish Hospital.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
man implanted with a self-contained artificial heart has made
more strides in his recovery, his
doctors said.
Tom Christerson, the second
recipient of the AbioCor device,
takes short walks and is breathing
well on his own,just days after his
operation, Drs. Laman Gray Jr.
and Robert Dowling said
Wednesday.
Christerson, 70, a former tire
dealer from Central City, Ky.,
received the softball-sized pump
in a Sept. 13 surgery at Jewish
Hospital.
The doctors said they were
encouraged by how Christerson's
body has responded to his artificial heart.
"His kidney function is
improving dramatically, and he
seems ready to tackle his recovery
head-on," Dowling said in a statement.
In the same statement from

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Doo Jones Ind. 4$g

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

..........58l.78. 17735
Air Products
36,16 - 0.16
AOL Time Warner
30.10 - 0.85
AT&T
17.81 - 0.18
BeH South
41.26 + 0.01
Briggs & Stratton
32.40 - 0.59
Bristol Myers Squibb 54.72 - 1.28
Caterpillar.
44.00 - 0.40
Daimler Chrysler
29.22 - 1.94
Dean Foods
42.75 - 0.24
Exxon-Mobil
.3732 - 0.89
Ford Motor
16.45 + 0.02
General Electric
30.91 - 1.59
General Motors
42.58 - 0.80
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..51.15 - 0.52
Goodrich
18.70 - 1.15
Goodyear
18.66 0.61
HopFed Bank*
12.01 - 0.10
94.85 - 1.15
I B NI

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

SERVING HOURS
Sunday & Monday Closed • Tuesday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.• Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
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33.81 - 0.76
21.90 - 0.38
24.00 - 033
5.83 - 0.09
15.01 - 0.70
27.70 - 0.80
67.26 - 0.60
52.30 - 1.57
20.12 - 0.61
48.99 - 0.60
.36.67 - 0.35
34.35 - 0.13
32.87 - 0.21
64.75 - 0.15
40.40 - 0.62
20.94 - 0.57
1133- 0.68
45.12 - 0.33
12.74 - 0.01

Atilt9
HlWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons. Inc.• Member NYSE and SIPC

$100 000 SELL OFF
AFTER INVENTORY CLEARANCE

rrorm,
Gakty-

(yrillert.

FINAL DAYS ft $100,000 OVERSTOCK MUST BE SOLD!!!!

PAYMENTS No INTEREST

FINAL
DAYS!

YEAR
1
FOR
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION'
MANY ITEMS ONE OF A KIND!

Ends at closing Monday

Unbelievable Savings on
Quality Brands Including...
• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• Henredon
• Lane / Action
• Simmons
• Serta
• Kincaid

• Keller
• Klausnner
• La-Z-Boy
• American Sleep
• Ashley
• Pennsylvania
House

SHOP FLEMING FURNITURE -WHERE THE BEST COSTS LESS!

S1/1111101

Huge Variety of Home
Furnishings Including...

Don't
•King, Quee
risk your
&
investAiraita
ment by
going to
one of those
tiea"here today - gone
tomorrow" stores...
Fleming Furniture will be
here tomorrow to back up
what they sell today!

• Living Rooms
• Dining Rooms
• Occasional Tables
• Lamps
• Pictures
• Bedding
• Bombe Chests
• Entertainment Centers
• Table Top Accessories

• Jewelry Armoires
• Curio Cabinets
• Computer Desks
• Home Office
• Swivel Rockers
• Glider Rockers
• Recliners
• Sleeper Sofas
• Bedrooms

Closeout
Bedding
Phenomena
SaviZrif

" 11

LANE RECLINERS • LEATHER • BEDROOMS • DINING ROOMS

SAVINGS
j SPECIAL VALUES
- ON CLOSEOUTS!
STOREWIDE
lige;

Are You Really Protected"'
Take the guesswork out of life
- insurance with Woodmen's
free needs analysis. It can
help you determine how much
protection you need to meet
your goals.

tfOrgit
.111!1 \oral
k%

A Woodmen

of the World
Life insurance Societ_v

Home Offke: Omaha Nei)r

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!

Ltd

Greg Miller
Field Represenlathe
300 Maple St.,
Suite 102
Murray, K1( 42071
270-759-0235

Open
Sunday
1-5
hula

7;4E11
pleariem
AweaMtramme
Amaliable

Nell/HY/
% lilt 1. 111,, 141
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Dialolosa of Italley-Wigolas Fiaraltors, Inc
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Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-000-7654224
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We Caq Help You Sell
Your old Furniture!
449 South 16th Street

305 North Main Strand Banton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-5004224

kcs

451 South 16th Straot Paducah, KY
1
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 "%'
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Red Cross
Blood
Drive will
be here

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

The Red Cross Blood Mobile
will conduct a blood drive on
Saturday. Sept. 22, from 9 a.m.
to I p.m. at Orscheln's Farm and
Home Store. North 12th Street.
Murray.
Larry Doyle. chairman of county blood drives, said "the national blood supply remains critically by because of the historic
high demand for blood products
by the hospitals. The bottom line
is that new life saving medical
procedures are using more units
of blood."
Doyle said "Remember that in
case of 'disaster events, if the
blood supply is not already in
storage. it is too late to give blood
for immediate use. Blood testing
on each pint of blood for various communicable diseases takes
from 24 to 48 hours."
To be eligible to give blood.
donors must he healthy., at least
17 years old, weig.h at least 110
pounds and not have given blood
in the last 56 days. A health
rev ley% vs ill he conducted and
refreshments will he served. Those
who have deferred from gi‘ ing
blood because of low hematocrit
low iron). should eat raisins to
pump their iron.
Each donor Will receive a free
Titans t-shirt Murray Pizza Hut
will give each donor a free personal pan pizza by showing verification that You has c.! given blood
W ith this offer available through
Sept. V)

Campaign
launched for
breast cancer
During September, a crusade
for "Kiss Goodbye to Breast Cancer- has been launched hy Avon
Products. Inc.
Adeline Betts, Calloway County's crusade coordinator from Murray, is one of Avon representativ, es leading in this drive.
The goal of this crusade is to
raise additional significant funds
and public awareness for the fight
against breast cancer through special sales. Betts said.

An organizational meeting for a chapter of
Children of the American Revolution will be
Sunday, Sept. 23, at 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
This is for all children ahd youth between
the ages of birth to 22 years of age. This is
being sponsored in part by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of American Revolution in Murray.
All interested persons are invited. For more information call
Jean Ellen Hiter at 753-8622 or Mary Sue Hubbard at 753-4746.

North PTO event tonight
North Elementary School PTO will sponsor an open house tonight
(Thursday). Sept. 20, at 6 p.m. Also the PTO is kicking off its fundraising coupon book sale. Books for $10 each may be received from
any North student.
SPECIAL EVENT...Members of local chapter of IAAP (International Association of Administrative Professionals®) are pictured in front of Casa del Sol, where they recently held
a fundraiser for the IAAP. Pictured, from left, are Sarah Alexander, chapter president,
Shirley Reamer,* Rhonda Rogers CPS,• Jeanne Fleming,. Kay Hays, Gale Vinson and Marion Hale. Not pictured is Shirley Washer. The Murray Chapter will have bosses luncheon
in celebration of Bosses Day Oct. 15 in the Murray State University Curris Center. Patsy
Whitesell, principal of East Elementary School, will be the speaker. All area office professionals are invited. For more information call Hays at 762-2234.

Sorority sharing gift of life to grandmothers
During this month of the obserGrandparents Day. members id. the Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority are sharing the gift of life
by urging their grandmothers to
get annual mammograms.
Breast cancer is the second most
c(ounion cancer among women.
and risk of the disease increased
vs ith age. I lowever, there is a 97
percent five- year surv iv al rate W hen
breast cancer is detected early and,
treated in loCali/ed stages. Research
has pros en mammography is a
ornan's q0111geS1 Weapon in the
fight against the disease.
That's w hy the American Cancer Society is conducting "Tell A
1.riend.- a program involv ing
trained volunteers vs ho call their
!fiends who are the age of 40 and
older, and encourage them to have
an annual mammogram.
'I-his initiative focuses on Women
vs ho are least likely to get a mammogram. including women 65 and
;MCC 4.11

"What better way to show your
grandmother that you love her.- said
Leah Bowland. Alpha Omicron Pi
public relations chair. "I called
mine and reminded her to -get her
mammogram. because I want her
to have a long and healthy life.The American Cancer Society
invites other local organizations

and volunteers to participate in
the "Tell A Friend" campaign kicking off this fall- in Calloway County.
Volunteers agree to contact as
least five of their friends and/or
family over the age of 40 and, in
accordance with the American Cancer Society's guidelines for early
detection, ask them to have an annual mammogram.
For 24-hour information on
breast cancer or reduced cost.
screenings in your area, call the
American Cancer Society at l 800-ACS-2345 or visit the web
site at www.cancer.org.
The American Cancer Society.
is the nationwide, communitybased, voluntary health organizalion dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem by
preventing cancer, saving lives and
diminishing suffering from cancer,
through research, education, advocacy and service.

Alzheimer's Memory Walk to be Saturday
A Memory Walk to raise funds
for Alzheimer's Association will
he Saturday. Sept. 22. at Noble
Park. 2915 Park Ave.. Paducah.
Registration Will start at 10:30
a.m. and the walk w ill he at 11
a.m.
This is a national signature event
for' Alzheimer's. Its purpose is
two-fold: to raise funds to stipport national research, local pro-

. IL%
Paducah Hearing
Aid Center
ii111101111CCS it ZIVekly SerriCt' i:elltcr at

RACER INN
641 S., Murray

Every Friday
from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.
MAIN OFFICE
918 Broadway
Paducah
270-443-4594
Mon. thru Friday
9 a.m. until 4 p.m.

older. Alpha Omicron Pi members.
decided to begin by targeting their
grandmothers because as women get
older, they tend to see their health
care provider less frequently.
"Besides being female, age is
a woman's most important risk
factor for developing breast cancer.- said Erin McKnight, Amencan Cancer Society cancer control
project, manager. "For this reason,
we need to educate all generations of women about the importance of early detection. and —Fell
A friend- has proven successful
in achieving that.-

MAYFIELD
825 Paris Rd.
270-257-0844
Tuesday & Thursday
9 a.m. until 1 p.m.

grams and services and to raise
awareness of the disease.
The Paducah Memory Walk
Committee has set a goal of 520.000
this year. Funds raised help provide support and educational services to nearly 50.0(X) affected individuals. their families and prolessional caregivers in the extended
communities.
Memory Walk t-shirts will he

available for those that raise and
turn in at least 420 prior to the
day of the event and $24 on the
day of event. Teams and team
members who collect pledges are
eligible for chances on prizes to
be given away.
The event is being sponsored
by Four Rivers Clinical Research,
Inc.. Paducah. For information call
1-800-455-6992..

Birth
Addison Claire Wells
Mr: and Mrs. Steve Wells of Charleston. S.C. are the parents of
a daughter. Addison Claire Wells, born on Tuesday. Aug. 28, 2001,
at 5 p.m. at St. Francis Hospital, -Summerville, S.C.
The baby weighed eight pounds six ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Dr. Rondi Popp of Gainesville, Fla. A
brother is Jackson. 2.
Grandparents are Martin and Faye Wells of Sha-Wa Court, Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hintermister of Gainesville. Fla., and Dr. and
Mrs. Daniel Popp of Sweden. A great-grandfather is Ralph Clark of
Hazel.

Thai's Corner
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an ordQr
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

Open house Saturday
Disabled American Veterans Miles Meredith Chapter 7 at 1133
Murray St., Paducah, will have an open house on Saturday, Sept. 22,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Guest speakers will be Oren Hanbaum, DAV
state service office, William Hack, World War II veteran, and Past
First District Congressman and veteran Carroll Hubbard. Gospel music
will also be featured. This is open to all interested persons.

Free services offered
Because of the current crisis in America, the Wild Raspberry will
offer free crops for persons who may bring their work and use their
tools. Persons may drop in any time during the day. Phone 753-0859
if you would like to crop after 5 p.m. The business will continue to
offer these sessions as long as there is a need.

Downtown event planned
Downtown Saturday Market will be Saturday, Sept. 22, from 8
a.m. to noon. This will feature fresh fall produce, apples, potatoes,
peppers, beans, melons, squash, tomatoes, organic produce, salsas,
plants, breads, etc. For information call 759-9474.

Program at Murray Middle
Performances of "Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs" will be Friday
and Saturday. Sept. 21 and 22, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray Middle School
auditorium, 801 Main St., Murray. A matinee performance will be
Saturday. Sept. 22, at 2:30 p.m. General admission is $5. For information call 762-4470.

MHS annuals now available
Murray High School 2001 Tiger annuals have arrived. These may
be picked up in the front office from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. each day.
Any person who did not order an annual, but would like to buy one
at $40 each may get one from 8 to 8:30 a.m. and during the lunch
hour for the next two weeks.

Walking Winners Club event
Join friends and neighbors in the Murray Family YMCA's latest
community program. Persons may earn one raffle ticket for every 25
miles logged and increase chances for winning prizes from local businesses. Any interested participants may inquire at the Murray State
University Regional Special Events Center on Wednesday. Oct. 3. at
7:30 a.m. or stop by the YMCA on Chestnut Street. For information
call 759-YMCA.

Hazel club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club is scheduled to meet tonight (Thursday). Sept.
20, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center.

Chorus rehearsal Thursday
The chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal tonight (Thursday), Sept. 20, at 7 p.m. at the
club house. Kathryn Mowery, director, urges all members to attend.

Registration scheduled
Registration for Enrichment classes for Murray City Schools will
be Thursday and Friday, Sept. 20 and 21, from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
at the Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th St., Murray. No
early or phone registrations will be taken.

Food Roundup this month
September is Food Roundup month for Kentucky Baptist Homes
for Children. Volunteers are needed to help inventory and pack nonperishable food and personal care items at pick-up points statewide.
Local churches are also collecting for this roundup. To volunteer call
1-800-456-1386.

JPDC workshop Sunday

The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will have a Placement Workshop for the 2001-2002 production season on Sunday. Sept. 23. from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World building, South third
and Maple Streets, Murray. Participants should use the Third Street
entrance across from Crass Furniture. The workshop fee wit' Ole $15.
with checks payable to JPDC. Criteria for participating is as follows:
must be at least 9 years of age; must be currently enrolled in a dance
technique class; must attend all scheduled rehearsals and performances. For more information contact JPDC Artistic Director Karen Balzer at 767-0579.

lntersession registration now

Registration for Murray Middle School Kids' Company and Murray Elementary School Kids' Company for fall' break and 'fall ,intersession started Sept. 17, and will continue through Friday, Sept.- 21.
MES will be irom 2:30 to 6 p.m. and MMS from 3 to 6 p.m., both
in the school cafeterias.

Sugar CreekBaptist
Church
Homecoming
Sunday, September 23
Sunday School — 10:(X) a.m.
Worship School — 11:60 a.m.

Speaker — Bro. Brett Miles
Fellowship Meal following Worship Service
Singin74 after the Meal
featurirtg the

"Canaanland Quartet"

Produce & Fall Favorites

TectiilirrrItatr.ort to all member.c, former member.,
'Nip" u to a!'

Lers has led to a century-c, J LusirieS strategy of
To
financial strength and stability. find out more about Woodmen insurance, cortact
1,

SATURDAY MARKET

Timothy W. Hilbrecht, FIC
Field Representative
Murray. KY
270-753-8113

WEEKLY 8 A.M.. — NOON
Downtown Court Square
Sponsored by

am' the

"Sugar Creek Quartet"

semarmilivir

freer

VENDOR INFO

759-9474

ipL

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD/OMAHA WOODMEN
LIFE INSURANCE SOC!ETY
HOME iwni'1•7 0MAIIA. NEBRASKA
On the Writ

II 11 -11 WOW!Men
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CCMS social studies classes write reactions
Calloway County Middle School
teacher, Patricia Lassiter, and her
student teacher, Amanda Pelley
from Murray State University, thoroughly discussed the tragic events
of Tuesday. Sept. 11, with each
of their three eighth grade social
students blocks.
Lassiter and Pelley then had each
student write one sentence, phrase
or thought that described their
reaction.
The phrases were combined to
create poems titled "9-11" to signify the nation's state of emergency and the date of the attack.
Phrases from Block 2 are as
follows:
An inhumane act was carried
out on Tuesday.
Surprise. Shock. Fear.
It was a cowardly act of war.
On Tuesday I felt Shock. On
Wednesday I felt sadness. Today
I feel anger because of all the
madness.
I am so sorry that all the people died. I thought our country
was More prepared to prevent such
a tragedy.
I was devastated and heartbroken.
I pray for the leaders of this
country and that God will have
mercy on the victims' souls!
It seemed like a movie or a
dream, yet it was reality!
It is terrible. It is sad. Some
are happy and some are mad.
Anger. Devastation. Loss.
Images race in my mind: explosions, ambulances, stretchers, airplanes, and people running.
I was very scared when it first
happened, but now I feel more
safe. Our government will be
strong.
It was hard to believe that people could destroy so much and
then celebrate. There is no remorse.
When it happened I though
about a war. Now I feel strong
and proud to be an American. I
feel dignity.
How could someone hurt our
country and innocent people like
this?
Confusion. Worry. Curiosity.
Disbelief. Tragedy. Grief.
Does this atrocity mark a prophecy coming true?
Who is the faceless coward who
puts terror in our hearts?
Innocent victims. Families torn
apart. How should we react?
Should we be unsure of the
future?
Another day will live on infamy
as a time when our lives were

shaken. We will never be the same,
yet we will overcome. God Bless
Phrases from Block 4 are as
America.
follows:
War, Anger, Sorrow, these are
Phrases from Block 3 are as feelings of my mind.
follows:
Pain, Anguish, Hatred, Words
What happened on 9/11/01 is which come from fear!
something no one will forget.
Thousands of people have died
Fear. Sorrow. Pain.
and I have many questions!
I have faith that God will proWill there be a World War III?
tect us. all and I know that the
Will Justice be served?
president will do the right thing.
9-11 was a day of great tragedy.
I feel sorry for all the people Many people lost loved ones.
who have lost a loved one.
After yesterday I feel the perThe flag flies at half-mast today. sons responsible should be punIt is real.
ished.
I see how the media shows
I feel depressed and sick to my
Americans pulling together.
stomach because of these events.
There was terror. Some of our
I feel numb!
friends and family have died. Will
I feel so sad.
we ever feel as safe as we once
To think that something like
did?
this could happen in the USA. I
It's hard to imagine how hor- wonder how safe the USA really
rific this is.
is?
Mad. Sad. Frightened.
I feel grief for those who died!
Lots of people lost.
I think we must respect our counI hope we don't have to go to try America, and respect the men
war. All I want is peace.
who died to give us freedom.
Sacred, heartbroken and hurt.
It was calm, then they hit New
I think this has brought the York and the World Trade Center
entire country together:
was gone!
Children on the planes will
I got a cold chill down my
never grow up.
back. You wonder is it really hapDeath.
pening?
This all really scares me. I'm
I was so shocked and stunned
afraid there .will be war.
when I heard about the planes hitWe need to find out who did ting the World Trade Center.
this...and destroy them.
Never did I think that our
I felt the feeling of safety leave national security could be so threatme.
ened. I do, however, have faith
Now we know what war feels in God and in Americans to overlike. I don't like that feeling.
come what has occurred.
Yesterday is a day that will
I pray that America will never
never be forgotten. Heroes lost forget this terrible day, and will
their lives and other heroes con- be thankful for our great country
tinue to care for the sick and injured. and the peace that we all should
Terrorists hurt us, yet gave us treasure.
a sense of national pride and
I thought, "Oh my God they
strength.
are gone!"
So many people had no idea
I was so sad that all those peo9-11 was their last day here.
ple died and left families behind.
What will happen next? No one But they are in a better place and
knows.
can walk "hand in hand with
I think of all those children Jesus."
wondering when their parents are
"God please bless our nation!"
coming home.
I look back the day after and
I wonder about all of the chil- think how lucky I am that all of
dren who found out at school...just my family came home.
like me. How did they react?
I feel so sorry for the kids
It was wrong!
whose moms and dads didn't come
I feel bad that so many lives home last night.
were lost and so many lives were
I have tried to "god with flow"
changed.
and stay calm!
My heart is sad, but my pride
Thousands died on that day and
and faith in America is strong. each day we will hear of more
Yet another day that will live in people injured or dead.
infamy.
Sad, Mad, Worried, Exhausted!
Saddened for our country. FearInnocence lost!
Never again will we be quite
ful of the enemy. Yet thankful for
what I have.
the same!!
God will answer our prayers!

AARP MEETING...Robin Taffier (right) executive director of Murray Main Street, shows the
architect's plans for the renovation of the downtown area of Murray at the August meeting of the Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons. She
discussed the many changes being made and a general question and answer session followed. At left is Mandl Vinson, chapter vice president. The chapter will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 25, at 11:45 a.m. at Green Horse Restaurant. Tonia Casey of Need Line will be the
speaker. All interested persons are invited.

Posy Collection offering flag kits

Ham festival to be held in October
CADIZ, Ky. — The 25th Annual Trigg Country Ham Festival
will be. held Oct. 12-14 in downtown Cadiz. The Ham Festival is
a full three celebration of the
country ham.
Situated in the heart of Cadiz
is a variety of foods, arts and
crafts, games, carnival rides, contests, petting zoo, quilt show, kid's
day circus and lots of great music.
The Trigg County Country Ham
Festival has become one of the
largest festivals in western Kentucky, and has been selected as
one of the 20 best festivals in a

10-state region.
Bluegrass will be featured on
center stage this year. Friday features "the VW Boys," a musical
comedy act. Saturday night is the
music of Jett Williams — Hank
Williams, Srs. daughter. All concerts are free of charge and held
right on the streets of downtown
Cadiz.

Cadiz.
Sunday starts with church service on the courthouse square, followed by a gospel concert in the
afternoon and the grand finale
parade at 3 p.m.
For more information call the
Cadiz/Trigg County Tourism Office
at (270) 522-3892.
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Walk-Ins Welcome

Full Service Salon

Murray-Calloway County Need
Line has released the special needs
this week to used for the baskets
for the clients.
Food items needed include
canned meat and poultry, macaroni and cheese, and rice.
Personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies needed include shampoo
and feminine hygiene supplies.
"Our food supplies are in pretty good shape except for the those
listed above.
; but our non-food
supplies remain very low," Need
Line workers said.

is the place to be!
$2.00 OFF
HAIRCUT

$5.00 OFF
PERM

Ilato Nam glom aiv.ailA
Let Kopperud Realty help you
find the home of your dreams!

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Hutchison.
To be named to the dean's list,
a full-time student must maintain
a 3.3 grade point average for that
semester.

THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

Need Line
lists needs

Lough's company has been pro- collection.com and follow the links.
viding heritage cross stitch kits to The stitched flag can be fashioned
key historic sites across the Unit- into a pin, a bookmark, or an
ed States, including Independence ornament. Lough invites stitchers
Hall, Monticello, Mount Vernon, to share the design freely, but
Old North Church and others.
requests that it not be used for
"As a former teacher, I feel it profit in any way.
is important for all of us to be
On the 11th day of each month.
aware of our heritage and to appre- Lough plans to post a graph of a
ciate the value of our freedom in different symbol on her web site.
America," Lough said.
to form a series of counted cross
To download the Flag of Free- stitch projects. all in memory ot
dom graph, go to http://www.posy- Sept. 11. 2001

DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER • 759-4007

Shuttle buses are provided for
transportation into the downtown
area and plenty of free parking
is available at designated areas
on the east and the west sides of

Hutchison named at Freed-Hardeman
HENDERSON, Tenn. - April
Hutchison of Murray has been
named to the dean's list for the
summer semester at Freed-Hardeman University.
Hutchison, a senior child and
family studies major, is the daugh-

Responses to the terrible events
of Sept. 11, 2001, are being made
in many ways. Posy Lough of
Murray decided to provide flags
as a way of remembering and honoring those who were affected.
Her company, The Posy Collection, helps to "preserve our story
in stitches" by developing counted cross stitch kits of historic sites.
To promote showing the flag,
she is offering on her web site at
no cost the Flag of Freedom, a
custom-designed representation of
the United States flag in the form
of a counted cross stitch graph.
Stitchers can download the graph,
stitch the flag, and display it in
many different ways.
For more than two decades,
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Immaculate designer home describes this newly built,
beautifully decorated & maintained 3 BR, 2 bath
home in great location. Reduced to $159.500.
MIS 03002274

Southwest Villa Lovely 3 BR 2 bath brick home has
custom touches throughout Large eat-in kitchen
wthickory cabinets, breakfast bar and pantry
6158,400 MIS 63002296
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Like new 3 BR, 2 bath home on quiet street in
great neighborhood. Beautiful yard and deck,
extra large garage wiwalk-up to floored attic
$119,900. MIS 03002303

Deserving of attention. and a comfy lifestyle Emo
the benefits of this like new one-owner ranch hiss
eatunng 3 BR/2 bath Owner says 'bring
MIS 63002201

Like new 3 BR, 2 bath home situated on approx
acres Open living area floor plan Lots of extras in
the home plus 2 garages Reduced to $137.900
MIS 43002250

3 RR. 2 bath 3
.ide mobile home with split
bedroom desis:3, garden tub in master bath.
spacious front porch. out building, 57.6.906(X)
NILS *3002252

`
1

State Farm has discounts
aitailable on car insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify.

I

is

I

1111111
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VP111617;
Very special, 1 owner spanous bnck on a quiet street
Special comforts include large family room wtfireplace.
2 master suites, includes separate lot with a 30x40
brick 2-car garage $162,500 MLS 03002295

Bankowned 3 BR. 2 bath home located in Oaks Counrs
Club Estates Lame eatin kitchen with fireplace, spa
cams bedrooms and large lot Bargain priced at 679.900
MIS 3002169

iDj

Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9935

vire mar

Dream of living on beautiful KY Lake Dent miss this
4 BR. 3 bath completels furnished ready to move in
Gentle slope to the water with your own private dock
Deep water year round 1270.000 MLS 03002145

Crawfords Landing Now is the ttme to buy
your lake home 3 BR. 3 bath. Lk DR, fully.
equipped kitchen Master bath has Jacuzzi, separate shower Many amenities. MIS 03002088

Approx 88 WM,surrounds a 25 acre watershed
lake wiseveral beautiful building sites near the
lake Abounds with wildlife would be a wonderful
retreat Call 753-1222 MLS 43002175

t,reat
ynis n corner lot Fenced land
seeped hack yard with garage/storage building
Bnng your family to enjoy this 3 BR,2 bath home
Now only 569,90000 MIS 03002151

STATI IAMBI

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
statefarm.comINSURANCI

State Farm Mutual automobile Insurance Company (Not in NJ)
State Farm indemnity Company (NJ)• Noma °lame Bloomington Minors

•
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Tigers hope to mash Bombers
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Hawkeye Pierce and B.J. Honeycutt aren't available, so Murray High head coach Rick Fisher is banking on the assistance of team trainers Tommy West
and Dr. Richard Blalock to restore the health of the
Tiger football team.
MHS, ranked fourth in this week's state Class A
poll with a 4-0 record, had six players sustain injuries
during Saturday's 26-7 Homecoming win over
Russellville.
The timing of those aches and pains couldn't be
any worse for Murray, which travels to La Center
Friday to face No. 7 Ballard Memorial (5-0), a fellow
contender for the Class A First District championship
who will holding its Homecoming ceremonies.
"We're in the worst shape
we've been in all year — we're
beat up," Fisher said. "If we played
(Tuesday), Anthony Cogdell.
Daryl Cole and Jason Chapman
wouldn't play. Anthony couldn't
even walk (Monday). and he's getting treatment twice a day.
"Injuries are a part of the game
and we've got good people looking
after them, and we might win this
COGDELL
game in the training room."
Cogdell. a 6-1, 189-pound senior tailback-/cornerhack who has rushed for 566 yards and six touchdowns in four games. suffered a groin injury late in
the victory. over Russellville and was doubtful as of
Monday.
10,
('ole, a 6-1. 270-pound senior nose guard who had
stepped into the starting lineup when senior Jason
Wilkins broke his arm in practice prior to the Massac
County (III.) win, is questionable with an ankle injury.
Chapman. a 5-11. 209-pound senior defensive
tackle, should play with a sore knee, as will senior
offensive tackle/defensive tackle Richard Blalock
groin) and senior wide receiver/cornerback Adam
French.
French will wear a brace for a dislocated kneecap,
while senior place-kicker/punter Gary Crass shook off
a blow to his hip to complete the Russellville contest.
If Cogdell is unable to go at tailback, senior fullback Jon Hedges, sophomore scatback Steven
Rutledge and senior receiver Mario Lawrence will be
called on to carry the load.
Murray's backfield depth behind Cogdell became
somewhat limited when junior Lome Stanfa (6-0,

1 •••
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MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
TEMPTING TOSS...Murray High sophomore quarterback Blake Hoover(4)tries to throw a pass by the
outstretched arm of Russellville's Khary Neblett (26) as senior right tackle Richard Blalock (62) and
senior fullback Jon Hedges(32) provide protection during the Tigers' 26-7 Homecoming win over the
Panthers Saturday at Ty Holland Stadium.
228) cemented a starting job at tight end \ cr.us the
"We ran our routes better and we cut our passing game
Panthers Saturday.
down to the plays that Blake is comfortable with. We had
"Lorne graded out at 70 percompleted only nine passes
cent blocking at tight end, so
before Saturday, but we comwe feel we can't move him,"
pleted some key passes to keep
said Fisher. whose squad dealt
some drives alive (versus
with a leg injury to Cogdell
Russellville)."
during last season's 10-3 camAlso catching Fisher's eye
paign and run to the state quaragainst the Panthers were
terfinals.
Crass, who pushed all five of
"We had to have people step
his kickoffs into the end zone
up when Anthony got hurt last
for touchbacks in addition to
year, and we'll play Steven
converting three extra points
Rutledge, Jon Hedges and
and a 31-yard field goal, and
Mario Lawrence back there if
Geremy Harper, a 5-6, 151we have to. But you never
pound senior who sparkled
know what five days of treatafter filling in for Cole at nose.
ment can do for a kid."
"No one has worked harder
Stanfa's effort at a new
than Gary Crass; he's made
position moved junior Nathan
himself into a legitimate colWilliams into a more versatile
lege prospect," said Fisher,
role within the Tigers' passing
who added that MHS has progame. and having Williams —
duced six kickers that earned
the favorite target of sophofootball scholarships at Murray
more
quarterback
Blake
State University.
Hoover — serve as the focal
"Harper's going to get a lot
point of the attack produced
of looks this week. He's a
Hoover's best varsity game to date.
quick little thing, and he played very
MURRAY TIGERS
In the triumph over Russellville(1 well."
Murray
35 17 31 22 - 105
4), a possible playoff foe out of the Opponents
With perennial Class A power
13 13 6 6 - 38
Class A Second District, Hoover comMayfield off to a 1-3. start — yet still
Opp.
pleted 6-of- 14 passes for 69 yards, MHS
ranked ninth in Kentucky with losses to
185
Rushes
123
including a 10-yard TD pass to Stanfa 950
Evansville (Ind.) Mater Dei, Marshall
Rushing Yards
511
and three strikes to Williams for 44 15-44-1
County and Hopkinsville — this week's
Passing
23-75-5
137
Passing Yards
462 Murray-Ballard
yards.
showdown
has
Total Yards
973
In his previous three outings, Hoover 1,087
bypassed
the
Mayfield-Paducah
had connected on a total of nine passes
Tilghman duel for "Game of the Week"
Individual Statistics
for a combined 68 yards.
Rushing - Anthony Cogdell 89-566 6TD, Jon honors.
"We've moved Nathan to receiver Hedges 54-331 3TD, Steven Rutledge 14-59
The winner Friday between the
TO. Lorne Stanfa 1-7, Anthony Schneider 2-6,
because he can catch, and he's in a posi- Mario Lawrence 3-5, Seth
Tigers
and Bombers could likely settle
Darnell 8-0, Blake
tion where he can be successful," said Hoover 16-(-34)
home-field advantage for the first round
Fisher, who noted that Stanfa provides a Passing - Hoover 15-43-0 137 TO, Cogdell 0- of the postseason and send the winner
0
better blocker at end than the 6-3, 186- 1-1
into its meeting with Mayfield looking
Receiving - Nathan Williams 8-84, Lawrence
pound Williams, who probably has the 4-28. Cogdell 1-16, Stanfa 1-10 TO, Hedges to clinch home turf throughout the playbest hands on the team.
1-9.
offs by wresting the district title away

Murray High vs.
Ballard Memorial

No. 4 Tigers 4-0
(0-0 Class A First District)
No. 7 Bombers 5-0
(0-0 Class A First District)

1300 Johnson Blvd.
759-8780

GO TIGERS!
TIE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
SINCE 1944 -Home • Auto
Business. Bonds
• Life. Annuities • Health

See

YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL
LINES OF INSURANCE

~PAW
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Friday, Sept. 21
7:30 p.m.
Bomber Field
La Center, Ky.
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Bel-Air Center. 753-4751

Placid Suoonter
aj 7e9eA 70ati4t
701, 7 *444
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FORD
MERCURY

EVERYDAY SPECIAL
New Releases

3

For

2 Night Rental

LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
753-5273 •701 Main Street o •

7.5O

j

.,c1; 11_9

Sun.-Thur. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.• Fri. mike.

Best
of
Luck
Tigers!

to a.m.-Midnight •

•

Key Towing
DaccobOT Ciwymei&

•Damage Free Towing
*Local & Long Distance
•Jump Starts •Gas Delivery
•Flat Changes

753-5562

(Dpwc:i0G,cf

•Fast Dependable
Service
*Junk Cars Towed Free
*Cash For Some
*Abandoned Vehicles
Towed
•Contract Towing

Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY

$2•00 OFF

Express Care Servie
Reg. Price $23.99

Free "Micro-Tunes" Radio
Purchase a professionally installed
oil change using any Valvoline®
Motor Oil and receive a
"Micro-Tunes" Radio for Free
Offer end 11/4/0
We Feature

Express

AP'

•1 CHOICE OF
TOP MECHANICS ,
1.
102 S. 12th St.•759-3278 • Hrs: Mon.-Sal. 8 a.m.-5

p.m.

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

-YOu, 72V-12 --i-ocittAaitc,4-4;
714 N. 12th St.•JCPenney Shopping9r. 75,34670

from the Cardinals.
But Fisher is well aware that his troops must first
stump Ballard's momentum — the Bombers have
outscored the opposition 162-33 — before envisioning such lofty thoughts.
"I've been saying that Ballard is the real deal for a
long time," Fisher said. "They have a lot of people
back from last year and they're loaded for bear, and
all things considered, I consider them the favorite
(Friday)."
After going 8-4 a year ago and placing third in the
district at 2-2 before reaching the second round of the
playoffs, the Bombers are again led by junior tailback
Letiz Arnold (5-9, 180), senior wide receiver
Lawrence Arnold (6-2, 220) and senior quarterback
Tyler Pittman (6-1, 200).
The threesome makes the I-formation offense of
Ballard head coach Jack Haskins go, and since
Russellville picked up the bulk of its 148 rushing
yards on outside plays against Murray, Fisher is worried about the Arnolds.
Fortunately, the MHS chief had a good measuring
stick for the brothers in Murray State signee Bobby
Smith, a former Tiger running back who won state
track and field championships in the 100- and 200meter dashes and the long jump and triple jump last
spring.
"Letiz Arnold is a speed burner — he was the
regional runner-up to Bobby in the 100," Fisher said.
"Lawrence Arnold finished second in the triple jump
to Bobby, and he's dangerous. They're the best combination in the state, and they've carried (Ballard)."
The presence of nine returning starters to the
Bomber offense (along with eight on defense),
including a pair of tackles that average 255 pounds,
makes defending against Ballard a tall order.
"We have to play formation football: recognize
what they do out of certain formations and stop
them," Fisher said. "We know they're a sweep team
and we have to try to stop that better than we did last
week, but they have some linemen that can run.
"They have the total package."
Against the Bombers' 50 defense, Murray may
have an edge in the number of one-way players it possesses over its host.
"They've shut out two of the five teams they've
played, but a lot of their kids go both ways and we
have to keep the ball away from them," Fisher said.
"The best thing you can do against a highly potent
offense is to make them play defense."

Electric Power & Telecommunications

Game of The Week:
No Home Games This Week
SEE THE GAME ON
MES CABLE
Channel 15
Saturdays at 10:00 a.m.
Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m
Don't have WS Cable yet'
Call 753-5311 for fro* Installation
Nfl, •,' PA
510 GIMMICKS
kK)HASCI FS

CIllachange•Ilina-Up •Starter•Drakes it Tiresand Towing
U-Haul
—
/ bowl - Owner - Max 10cCuiston
753-9131
—
uifay
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Cardinals
extend wild
card lead

Kill, Salukis start
over against MSU
By scorr NANNEY
Sports Editor
Forgive Jerry Kill if he experiences a little deja vu heading
Into Saturday's matchup with
Murray State.
After all, the first-year Southern Illinois head coach will be
making his debut — in front of
Saluki fans. But it will also seem
like another season opener for
Kill, considering that his team
had played only one game before
last weekend's unexpected offweek.
"I think it does feel like we're
starting over again," said Kill
during a media teleconference
Wednesday morning. "It's been
hard to keep our focus because
of all that's gone on in our country. But it's just something we
can't control ... We're just looking forward to playing again and
improving."
The Salukis(0-1)and their fans
head into Saturday's 1:30 p.m.
contest with a certain sense of
excitement — spearheaded by a
fresh start under Kill and a new
artificial surface on the playing
field at McAndrew Stadium.
"I think our team is excited
about playing at home for the
first time this season and also
playing on the new turf," Kill
noted. "We're coming home to
some newer facilities. Everything

Racers at SIU
When: Saturday,
1:30 p.m. CDT
Where: McAndrew Stadium;
Carbondale, Ill. JEW
MSU 1-1, SIU 0-1
has definitely been done in a
first-class way."
SIU will also be looking for
its first victory of the season
after dropping a 24-5 decision
to Ohio Valley Conference member Southeast Missouri State during its season opener Sept. 8 at
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Both squads entered the halftime break deadlocked in a 3-3
tie, but the Indians took control
in the second half by scoring
21 unanswered points in coasting to a victory.
The Salukis' running game —
expected to be a strength heading into the season — was the
highlight of the SIU offense.
Junior tailback Tom Koutsos, an
All-Gateway Conference pick in
2000, finished the day with 114
yards on 23 carries, moving him
into fourth place on the school's
career rushing list with 2,520
yards.
"Tom does an excellent job
for us back there," Kill noted.
"He's just continued to improve

for us. What we have to do is
get his hands on the ball as
much as possible."
New
quarterback
Madei
Williams, a transfer from Syracuse, complimented Koutsos with
100 yards rushing on 21 attempts
as SIU outgained SEMO by a
249-30 margin on the ground.
However, it was the Indians'
passing game that gave the
Salukis the most problem. SEMO
quarterback Jeromy McDowell
(19-of-42,391 yards,3 TDs)engineered an Indian offense that
gained 418 yards through the
air.
Kill expects the same from
the Racers on Saturday, even
though MSU has struggled lately with its passing game.
"They're very similar to
SEMO," he explained. -They'll
spread the field some and they
have a running back that does
some good things.
"(Murray) also has a very
solid kicking game and a good
defense. They're very wellcoached and have a very aggressive package defensively. They
have a couple of defensive ends
that are going to cause us some
problems," he continued.
"I thought we were solid
against SEMO, but we will have
to be better against those guys."

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Chasing his 20th victory, Matt Morris came up with a little something
extra.
Morris had a career-high 13 strikeouts to reach
the milestone for the first time and Albert Pujols
set a National League rookie RBI record as the
St. Louis Cardinals beat the Milwaukee Brewers 8-2 to complete a three-game sweep Wednesday.
"You just go make pitches, " Moms said.
"This is the big leagues, man, you've got to
make a pitch every time you throw the ball.
Every mistake you make, these guys put the
wood on it."
It was the 11th series sweep of the season
for the Cardinals, who have won nine of 10.,
They opened a two-game lead over the Giants
in the wild-card standings and remained 4 1/2
games behind first-place Houston in the NL Central.
"Here we are, peaking at the right time,"
Morris said. "We've just got to keep it up."
The Brewers have lost five in a row, getting
outscored 35-7 in the process.
"That's the way baseball is," outfielder Jeromy
Bumitz said. "We haven't scored-much all year
for the most part. I don't know why that is."
Morris (20-7), who underwent elbow ligament
transfer surgery two years ago, won his eighth
straight decision. He allowed five hits and a run
MO,
in seven innings to run his record at home to
00116..6,
14-2 with a 1.74 ERA. It was his third doubleMAKING HIS MARK.. Albert Pujols set a Nation- digit strikeout game this season.
al League rookie record Wednesday night with
In the fifth Morris struck out the side, and
his 120th RBI of the season as the Cardinals he fanned Geoff Jenkins three times.and Richie
extended their NL Wild Card lead to two games. Sexson and Jesse Levis twice.

NFL refs ratify new deal Attacks cause NASCAR to
NEW YORK(AP)— The NFL's
regular officials will be back Sunday as the NFL restarts its season, in large measure because most
realized that their labor dispute
was petty compared to what the
nation has been through.
The 119 officials, locked out
in August after failing to come to
terms with the league on a new
contract, ratified by about a 2-1
margin Wednesday a deal that will
give them an immediate 50 percent pay increase.
The most obvious reason the
lockout ended: the same terror

attacks that caused the league to
call off last week's games.
"You can't ignore the occurrences around the country and the
fact that our concerns were pale
in comparison," said Tom Condon, the lead negotiator for the
officials. "So we thought it was
important to get back for the restart
of the season."
But it was a cumbersome
process.
A deal was struck Sunday night
in Pittsburgh. It was negotiated
for the union by Bill Carollo, executive director of the NFL Refer-

ees Association, and Jeff Bergman.
and for the NFL by Pittsburgh
owner Dan Rooney and Jeff Pash.
the league's lead negotiator.
It was an interesting mix politically — Bergman and Carollo
were considered the most conciliatory of the four-member union
negotiating team, and Rooney has
often been the owner brought in
to settle labor disputes by the
NFL. The negotiators said they
consulted with Ed Hochuli, who
had headed the negotiating team.
and was considered the hard-liner
in the group.

change policy on coolers
on top of it., layered it with soda
and smuggled it through the gate.
"I know all too well why you
need a cooler at a race," he
said. "But I can understand why
they shouldn't be allowed in
tracks right now."
The cooler has long been one
of the staples of a day at the
track for most fans.
But much has changed in

By The Associated Press
Dale Earnhardt Jr. can understand the importance of having
a cooler at a race track. On his
way to watch a late model race
with some friends a few years
back, he learned that alcohol
wasn't allowed.
So Earnhardt improvised, and
lined the bottom of his cooler
with beer. He dumped some ice

America since the terrorist attacks
of last week, and NASCAR fans
will be without their traveling
ice boxes for the first time when
the series resumes racing this
weekend at Dover Downs International Speedway.
On heightened security in the
wake the attacks, Dover officials
have banned all coolers, backpacks and large bags.

Full slate greets picks panel in Week 5
With the
Now, to the games.
events of the
Murray at Ballard Memorial
past week,
This is, without a doubt, the
it's definite- week's best game.
ly good to get
Under the direction of head
back to a full coach Jack Haskins, Ballard has
weekend of become a serious contender in the
football.
Class A First District. The Bombers
no have been largely unchallenged to
By
SCOTT NANNEY means do I this point, outscoring their oppowant to make nents 162-33 in compiling a 5light of last week's tragedies. It 0 record.
was a series of despicable and senseBut that changes this week when
less acts, and I hope — as well the undefeated Tigers come to
as millions of Americans do — town. Ballard has yet to prove it
that those responsible wilt be can beat Murray or perennial powbrought to justice soon.
erhouse Mayfield.
Also, my heart goes out to all
This should be a great game,
of those families who have lost but don't expect anything to change
loved ones in these terrorist attacks. just yet.. Tigers.
My prayers are certainly with them.
Calloway at Union Co.
However, we should — as PresFor a young team in a strong
ident Bush has said — get back district, this week may be the most
to our daily lives as best we can. crucial of the season for Calloway
And a part of that is football. It's County.
something that can help each one
The trip to Sturgis is a key
of us continue the healing process. one for the Lakers with Class 3A
Our picks contest just got a lit- favorites Hopkinsville and Paductle tighter after last week as I ah Tilghman waiting in the wings.
dropped two games (5-2) of an The winner here is in good shape
abbreviated seven-game slate, for a berth in the state playoffs.
allowing our guests to draw withPlaying at Union County is
in one game of my lead at 28-5 never easy, but it's something I think
on the season. My trusty sidekick, an improving CCHS squad can,
Mike Ohstrom, brings up the rear handle...Lakers.
with a 26-7 record after a 4-3
Hopkinsville at
effort last week.
Christian Co.
This week, we welcome Ledger
There's not really much to talk
colleague Eddie Sheridan to our about here. Hopkinsville is one of
esteemed picks panel. Good luck, the better teams in the state and
Eddie!
County
has been
Christian
-"140101v—

celi 413

Ain't Mutt Art
Tattooing & Tiercing
By

Jerry • Les • Jayson
Dixieland Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

(270) 7199-2005

This week's football picks
Scott Nanney

Mike Ohstrom

Eddie Sheridan

Murray

Murray

Ballard

Calloway Co. at Union Co.

Calloway

Calloway

Calloway

Hopkinsville at Christian Co.

Hoptown

Hoptovvn

Hopiown

Heath at Crittenden Co.

Crittenden

Crittenden

Crittenden

Hopkins Central at Lone Oak
Mayfield at Paducah Tilghman

Hop. Central
Mayfield

Tilghman

Fulton City at Reidland
Jackson (Mo.) at Graves Co.

Reidland

Reidland

Murray at Ballard

Hop. Central

Hop. Central

Mayfield
Reidland

Graves

Graves

Graves

Murray State at Southern Ill.

Murray

Murray

Murray

Florida at Kentucky

Florida

Florida's

Florida

Lost week:

5-2

4-3

5-2

Season:

29-4

26-7

28-5

outscored 139-45 this season.
Enough said.. Tigers.
Heath* at Crittenden Co.
This too should be a good football game, but .for different reasons. The Pirates and Rockets are
not as good as Murray and Ballard, but they do have similar
teams.
Heath is only 1-3, but has fallen to the likes of Ballard, Massac County (Ill.) and Muhlenburg
South while drilling Lone Oak 547 Abut then again, who hasn't).
Crittenden slammed Fulton County 47-0 and downed Caldwell County 10-7, but has fallen to the

-

Mayfield at Tilghman
Bombers and Union County.
How satisfied do you think CarIt should be a close game. but
let's giVe the nod to the homes- (finals tans are with a 1-3 record?
Nis pies, is not very.
tanding...Rockrts.
- Things don't get any easier this
Hopkins Central at
eek against Paducah Tilghman, but
Lone Oak
Once again, here's one of those something tells me that Mayfield
on't he down much longer...Carinfamous First District mismatchdinals.
es.
Fulton City at Reidland
Hopkins Central has breeied
he Bulldogs are desperately trythrough its early-season schedule
gain respect in a crowded
to
ing
largely unscathed — save for a
.First District, but have
Class
A
County
last
20-7 loss to Hancock
found the going rough against
week.
Meanwhile. Lone Oak ... well.
what can you say about the Flash.'
the stink.. Storm.
That's eas%

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

6114.95"
(*On most cars & trucks)

perennial heavyweights Mayfield
and Murray and upstart Ballard.
And they won't get much sympathy from Reidland either...Greyhounds.
Jackson (Mo.) at Graves
Graves deserves a break this
week after a tough three-week
gauntlet that has included First
District powers Tilghman. May
and Hopkinsville. • shall
ye
and
Ask
receive Eagles.
Murray State at
Southern Illinois
Nothing like a good neighborhood .rivalry to get things going
again on the Division I-AA .level.
Murray looked primed to start
a winning streak with a big victory over then-No. 21 Illinois State
in Week 2. but may have had its
momentum halted by the unexpected week off.
It's imperative that MSU regain
that momentum and get its passing game untracked. Southeast Missouri showed what it could do
With a strong aerial game against
the Salukis (418 yards).. Racers.
Florida at Kentucky
The only positive thing for the
Wildcats is that this game is at
Commonwealth Stadium, and not
at The Swamp. But, still, that
won't help much. Steve Spurrier's
crew is just too good...Gators.

Planning a Party?
Need a cool place to meet?
Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

1510 Chestnut St.

759-3663
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Minus Travis, Lakers face Braves
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Head coach Joe Stonecipher has taken a low-key
approach to phasing in sophomore Brandon Steele as
the full-time quarterback of the Calloway County
football team.
At the beginning of the season, Steele and senior
Clay Lamb formed a rotation under center where
Stonecipher could make the most of Lamb's experience and Steele's passing ability as the situation dictated.
But when Steele threw for 225
yards in the Lakers' second game
— a 31-13 loss to Murray High —
and Lamb's leadership presence
was needed more and more at his
free safety position on defense,
Stonecipher chose to groom his
younger signal-caller for the starting job.
However, as
19th-ranked
Calloway (3-1, 1-0 district) preSTEELE
pares for Friday's Class 3A showdown with Union County (2-2, 00), Stonecipher has found a way to
play Steele and Lamb on offense
simultaneously.
Unfortunately for the Laker
skipper and his squad, it took a
season-ending knee injury to junior split end/cornerback Trent
Travis to put Lamb and Steele in
the same huddle heading into the
home of the Braves.
LAMB
Travis, CCHS' best cover corner, will miss the rest of the year
after tearing the anterior cruciate
ligament in his right knee during
Friday's 55-0 rout of Lone Oak.
Lamb will take over at split end
while sophomore Tyler Collins
will man'left corner.
"He has really worked hard in
his two years of football, and he
was in the process of making himself become a good high school
TRAVIS
football player," Stonecipher said
of the 6-0. 155-pound Travis.
-(His loss) affects a lot defensively. We've held
our opponents scoreless the last two weeks and he's
been a big part of that, and he was coming around at
split end."

hardi

ATTENTION SPORTS FANS
Create A Scrapbook For
Your Favorite Athlete
In Our Scrapbooking Patch
Sports, Travel, Wedding &
Baby Scrapbooking Supplies
& Much. Much More!
...Also Shop With Us For All Your Home Decor Needs

)Avt WLM Rapbq
COURT SQUARE • MURRAY
753-0859

*

I

$
i•W —

SO Li]_f_fu,-`1?-31
Our favorite tradition is serving hearty, homestyle meals at
affordable prices. You'll enjoy large portions, friendly service,
a relaxed atmosphere and all ofyour traditional favorites
prepared to perfection.

Plate Lunches, Fried Catfish, Steaks
& Homemade Bean Roils & More
4od fie04 Cloo44.1 • e41.4414 A4441412

R.-717

minus-25.
Things won't that easy this week against Union
County, though, and Stonecipher hopes his troops
know how important a 2-0 start in the district standings will be with Homecoming versus Marshall
County — ranked ninth in Class 4A — and a trip to
league foe Hopkinsville — No. 3 in 3A — waiting in
the wings.
"The winner of this game will very likely have a
playoff spot, albeit being (the fourth seed)is not a luxury," said Stonecipher, whose charges are pursuing a
third straight 28-14 win over the Brave.
"This week has a lot of playoff
implications, and then next week,
we have Marshall County, and
who knows how good they are. At
Week 5, they're all critical
(games); I told the kids Friday that
it gets tougher from here on."
Union County presents a
unique challenge because head
coach Bill Drage's double-wing
offense operates without a huddle.
PAYNE
"They did that to us last year
all their plays are on a wristband and every player has
one, and the coach signals in the play," said
Stonecipher, whose coaching staff, led by defensive
coordinator Billy Mitchell, is familiar with the
Braves' attack.
"We pretty much have a no-huddle defense, and
this is the second year that coach Mitchell has done
this. Our linebackers make the calls and they make
them according to the (offensive) formation."
Drage's offensive philosophy opens the field and
uses misdirection to create running lanes for star fullback Jabbar Frazier, a 5-9, 215-pound senior who
rushed for 1,656 yards last season and has been
recruited by Tennessee, Missouri,
Ball State, Toledo, Akron and
Ohio.
Stonecipher has also been
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
impressed
by the play of Union
helpful
Jimmy
Bynum
gets
some
tailback/strong
safety
HELPFUL HINTS...Calloway County junior
senior quarterback Tadd Brewer
55-0
win
over
Jared
Lencki
during
Friday's
Laker
assistant
coach
advice along the sidelines from
(5-11, 150) and his generalship of
Lone Oak. Bynum rushed for two touchdowns, caught two TD passes and scored on an interception
the spread offense.
return to tally Calloway's first five trips to the Purple Flash end zone.
"They run about eight plays out
Travis. also a member of the Laker basketball team. from Calloway and Lone Oak participated in a memorial of that Wing-T, and they're pretty
good," Stonecipher said."They've
will likely undergo surgery in October and begin a reha- service at halftime of last week's district tilt in Paducah.
STALLS
got Jabbar Frazier, and their quar"What happened last week
bilitation program possibly in
was a very sad and humbling terback is a good runner and he runs their offense very
time for a return to action durwell.
experience for all Americans."
ing spring football practice.
"A lot of their stuff has misdirection, and we'll
The Lakers also had to fight
Meanwhile, senior tight
off a game Purple Flash (0-4, have to come out of our defensive huddle and be
end/linebacker Dean Futrell
0-1) squad that held its guests ready to play."
will begin practicing with the
On the other side of the ball, Calloway will face a
scoreless for 16 minutes of
team Monday as he recovers
action by switching from a 5-3 Brave defense that likes to be aggressive out of its 50
from a broken left arm — his
front with man coverage underneath two deep
defensive front to a 4-3 look.
pitching arm during baseball
junior safeties.
But
once
season — suffered against
But the Lakers think they can pose some problems
tailback/strong safety Jimmy
Murray.
Bynum scored on a 1-yard for Union County by lining up with multiple
Senior Jacob Payne will also
touchdown run with 3:59 left receivers, particularly the versatile Bynum, who will
see some playing time at split
in the first half, Calloway likely get more carries Friday than the 20 he attemptend, but Stonecipher likes
caught fire behind Bynum, ed in CCHS' wins over Fulton County and Lone Oak
Lamb's 6-4 frame and knowlwho added two more TDs on combined.
edge of the position and Payne.
"They blitz their linebackers a lot and they say,
either side of intermission.
a starting outside linebacker, is
"We felt like eventually our 'we're coming after you,— Stonecipher said."We feel
needed on defense and on
athleticism would take over like we can run the football — when we spread them
every kicking game unit.
and put it out of reach, but out, we'll have more blockers (than defenders')',- and
"It looks like Brandon has
Lone Oak played with a lot of we might make a big play against their blitz.
emerged as the quarterback,"
"That is a different defense than what we've seen
emotion, especially defensivesaid Stonecipher of Steele, who
the
last two weeks, but we'll make some adjustments
Stonecipher
said.
Their
."
has completed 24-of-48 passe,
for 365 yards and three touchdefense caused a lot of prob- for their man coverage."
downs against one interception
lems because they put a lot of
in four games.
people in the box.
" But we went into the locker room
"(Lamb's) not as fast as Travis, but CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
35 35 26 21.117
he did play wide receiver as a sopho- Calloway
at halftime with some confidence, and
7 10 21 6- 44
Opponents
more and he can step in and be a big tarthen we made some adjustments. We
•••
get. Clay will step in at quarterback if CCHS
Opp. had to clarify our blocking scheme and
For all your awards &
Rushes
129 assignments, and we started going away
we need him to, hut this puts less pres- 107
Rushing
643
Yards
310
engraving needs.
sure on Jacob Payne because he plays 27-57-2
from motion because we saw that they
Passing
25-71-5
every down on defense and he plays on 393
were
keying
on
that."
Passing Yards
290
Total Yards
1,036
600
all the special teams."
Bynum finished with 86 yards and
We also carry letter jackets
three rushing scores on 14 carries, two
Stonecipher has confidence in his
Individual Statistics
club's ability to bounce back from Rushing - Jimmy Bynum 53-370 STD, Tyler catches for 45 yards and a TD and an
Engravable & Sterling Silver
adversity such as the injury to Travis. Boggess 12-1522T0, Brent Stalls 10-11910. interception returned 45 yards into the
Overcoming the grief and sense of loss Mark Farmer 14-91 TO, Bobby Potts 5-20, _Flash end zone.
Wedding Gifts & Accessories
Aaron Stewart 2-10, David Free 2-7. Logan
Steele was 7-of-l4 through the air
from last week's tragic events in New Schwettman 1-3. Brandon Steele 8-(-31) TO
York City and Washington, D.C. is Passing - Steele 24-48-1 365 3T0, Clay for 103 yards and two TDs and freshLamb 3-9-1 34
man Brent Stalls added a 71-yard scorproof of that.
- Seth Barrow 8-65. Bynum 7-173
ing dash as the Lakers outgained Lone
"Last week had an emotional impact Receiving
966 Chestnist St., Murray {Next to Pagliai's)
2TD. Trent Tram 4-31. Dean Futrell 2-55,
on all high school kids," said Josh Young 2-38 TO, Evan Lane 2-23, Clint Oak 314-28 in total offense, rushing for
• Store Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
211 yards while holding their hosts to
Stonecipher, who witnessed as students Johnson 1-17, Boggess 1+3)
".m.-2 p.m._f 753-8444
&

Calloway Co.
vs. Union Co.
Friday, Sept. 21
7:30 p.m.
Baker Field
Sturgis, Ky.

No. 19 Lakers 3-1
(1-0 Class 3A First District)
Braves 2-2
(0-0 Class 3A First District)
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MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Electric Power & Telecommunications

Game of The Week:
No Home Games This Week

Parker Ford I
Lincoln-Mercury
.
4

410753-5273 •701 Main Street(
„

NO

SEE THE GAME ON
MES CABLE
,
Channel 15
Saturdays at 10:00 a.m.
Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m.
Don't haw ACES Cat* we?
Call 753-5312 for !rat installation

HASSLES

NO GIMMICKS

NO CONTRACTS

Best
of Luck
Lakers

GOOD
LUCK
TEAMS!

Murray Appliance Co.
"Your GE, Jenn Air
& Hotpoint Dealer"
212 E. Main St.•753-1586
Owners - Dwight & Karen McDowell
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SCOREBOARD
Spol.,,red By

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
Atlanta
78
67 538
1/2
68 .534
78
Philadelphia
74
73 .503
5
New York
78 466 10 1/2
Florida
68
Montreal
84 .425 16 1/2
62
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
59 .593 Houston
86
4 1/2
64 .562
82
St. Louis
7
66 .545
79
Chicago
84 .429 24
63
Milwaukee
87 .404 27 1/2
Cincinnati
59
377 31 1/2
Pittsburgh
55 • 91
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
64 .562 Arizona
82
2
66 .548
80
San Francisco
68 .534
78
Los Angeles
9
73
73 .500
San Diego
81 .441 17 1/2
64
Colorado
Wednesday's Games
N.Y. Mets 9, Pittsburgh 2
St. Louis 8, Milwaukee 2
Montreal 5, Florida 2 •
Colorado 8, Arizona 2
Chicago Cubs 10. Cincinnati 0
Philadelphia 5, Atlanta 2
San Diego 4, Los Angeles 3, 10 innings
Houston 10, San Francisco 3
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs(Bere 10-9) at Cincinnati(Brower 7-9), 11:35 a.m.
Houston (Miller 16-7) at San Francisco
(Rueter 13-11), 2:35 p.m.
Colorado (Chacon 6-9) at Montreal (Ohka
1-4). 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Millwood 5-6) at Philadelphia (Wolf
7-10), 6:05 p.m.
St. Louis (W.Williams 12-9) at Pittsburgh
(J.Anderson 7-16), 6:05 pm.
Arizona (Witt 3-1) at Los Angeles (Park
13-11), 910 p.m
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Alabama
awaiting
Arkansas
offense

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
57 607
88
New York
14
70 .511
73
Boston
73 .497 16
72
Toronto
55
89 .382 32 1/2
Baltimore
94 .352 37
51
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct. GB
62 .575 84
Cleveland
7
77
69 .527
Minnesota
72 .507 10
74
Chicago
87 .400 251/2
Detroit
58
68 .393 261/2
57
Kansas City
West Division
L Pet. GB
W
40 .726
106
x-Seattle
58 .603 18
Oakland
88
73 .500 33
Anaheim
73
67 : 79 459 39
Texas
x-clinched division title
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 4. Baltimore 1
Tampa Bay 12. Boston 2
Cleveland 11. Kansas City 3
Debt:0 6. Minnesota 2
Texas 10, Oakland 4
N Y Yankees 6, Chicago White Sox 3
Seattle 5, Anaheim 0
Today's Games
Detroit (Lima 4-7) at Minnesota (Mays 1513), 12:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Washburn 11-8) at Seattle (Sete
13-5), 5:35 p.m.
Baltimore (Towers 8-10) at Toronto (Carpenter 10-11). 605 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Rupe 5-11) at Boston (F.Castillo 8-8), 605 p.m.
Kansas City (George 3-5) at Cleveland (Drese
1-0), 6:05 p.m.
Oakland (Zito 13-8) at Texas (Oliver 11-9),
7:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Pettitte 15-9) at Chicago
White Sox (K.Wells 9-9), 7:05 p.m.

LITTLE ROCK (AP)- Looking at the Arkansas offense, Alabama coach Dennis Franchione can
get past the raw numbers.
"I don't think they are very
far away from being pretty" solid,"
he said Wednesday during the
Southeastern Conference teleconference. "They've broken a good
run or two with (Cedric) Cobbs.
They've been close on throwing
the ball."
ON THEIR SOAPBOX.. Steven (left) and Rebekah Elkins participated in the Indianapolis
Arkansas fans know all too
All-American Soap Box Derby Fall Rally Saturday-Sunday in Indianapolis, Ind. Steven
well that the Razorback offense
Elkins, who plaCed third in the super stock division at the Murray Soap Box Derby
scored one touchdown in a 14-10
summer, came in seventh in super stock Saturday and eighth Sunday in Indithis
victory over Nevada-Las Vegas
Rebekah Elkins took eighth place in Sunday's stock division competition.
anapolis.
and did not produce a first down
in the second half of a 13-3 loss
Both cars are sponsored by Integrated Computer Solutions of Murray.
to Tennessee.
Franchione said horrendous
restricted
probably
weather
Arkansas against the Vols.
-They appear,-to have settled
•
at quarterback," h said. "I know
all their running backs are potential playmakers without a doubt.
Their receivers have the ability
a little relief to those who came
NEW YORK (AP) - In the Monday.
to make plays, too.
With the stands far from full tonight, some sunshine in an othI-nit professional game of any kind
"They will jell and get better, in New York since the terrorist (the announced crowd was 14,646, erwise gloomy situation."
I don't think they are very far attacks, fans at Madison Square but it appeared to be more like
Theo Fleury, Jeff Toms, Sandy
away from it."
Garden observed perhaps their qui- 7.000) and the city a long way McCarthy. Radek Dvorak and MarArkansas plays at Alabama (
from forgetting the events of the tin Richter also scored for the
etest moment of silence ever.
1-0 SEC) on Saturday.
past eight days, a small sense of Rangers, who got a strong perlost
those
for
-That was respect
Razorback coach Houston Nutt and regard for everyone going normalcy nonetheless returned to formance in goal from rookie'Dan
said the Razorbacks are anticipating
Blackburn over the first 32:08.
through a tough time right now," the city's sporting life.
the game after sitting out last the New York gangers' Eric LinBefore the opening faceoff. LinPrior to reaching the gates, fans
week. Postponement of the North
dros said. "We're all in it togeth- had to submit to being scanned dros - wearing a No. 88 Rangers
Texas game after terrorist attacks er and we're all affected by it. with hand-held metal . detectors by. jersey for the first time - stood
allowed the Razorbacks a couple
but we all have to move forward blue-jacketed security guards wear- stonefaced at the red line as the
of extra days to prepare for Alaba- and not forget our past."
ing red, white and blue pins on crowd fell utterly silent in rememma, particularly the Crimson Tide's
brance of the victims of last week's
Lindros scored the final goal their lapels.
various groupings on offense, he of the game at 12:21 of the third
Other guards checked brielcas- terrorist attack.
said.
Players from both teams interperiod in his first appearance of eS and bags at the entrances. The
Nutt said his previous Arkansas the preseason as New York defeat- small size of the crowd and the twined at center ice as some of
teams had been able to put points ed New Jersey 6-1 Wednesday continued somber mood of the city the loudest fans in the nation grew
on the board and the lack of proled to orderly scenes at the check- unusually quiet - so quiet that
night.
duction had been frustrating. "It's
ment ot last Aeek's games.
two minor sounds from the upper
The Devils-Rangers exhibition points.
"Now they have all the momen- easy not to be very patient," he game was the first professional
The game was not as physical level - a woman's cough and
tum." said Jones, who homered four said.
sporting event to be held any- as a typical Devils-Rangers meet- someone's cell phone - could
Cobbs' 40-yard run gave
times in a September sweep of
where in the city. The Mets and ing. with no fights and no major clearly be heard throughout the
Arkansas a 3-0 lead, but he ended
arena.
the Mets in 1999.
Yankees have both been playing penalties.
with 22 yards on 15 attempts.
Mets 9, Pirates 2
"You could really feel the emo-- "For 2 1/2 hours, we got a chance
on the road since baseball resumed
Todd Zeile and Mike Piazza
to have a little bit of an escape," tion there during the moment of
homered for the second straight
Lindros said. "Hopefully we gave silence." Blackburn said.
game as the visiting Mets, again
wearing hats in tribute to New
HOME PHONE SERVICE
York's firefighters, police and resNokia 5100/6100
The Murray-Calloway County BMX track will be remodeled beginning today
cue workers, finished a three-game
Handsfree Kit
Complete
sweep and closed within five games by the National Bicycle League and will be built in time for the West Kentucky
Installed!
Park.
Antenna
wl
County
Regiqnal competition Sunday at Murray-Calloway
of Atlanta.
Deposit
Murray-Calloway County BMX will host the regional races at 2 p.m., with
Dicky Gonzalez (3-2) pitched
registration set from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Riders from across the state are invitcheck
C :
6 2-3 shutout innings in relief as ed to compete; the race fee is $15 per rider with trophies to be awarded in
the Mets won for the 20th time all classes.
gibgabgeancom
CELLTOUCH,inc.
All riders planning to race must present their NBL membership card during
in 25 games. Zeile hit a go-ahead
more information, call Pamela Massengale at 767-0996.
three-run drive in the fourth off registration. For
Tony McKnight (3-4).
The place to
Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
get all of your
Rockies 8, Diamondbacks 2 Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
Dixieland Shopping Center
communication gear'
(Behind Hardee on Chentnut St )
Mike Hampton (14-11) beat NL the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
23.
ext.
753-1916
at
Ohstrom
Mike
call
information,
more
For
West-leading Arizona despite walking seven in five innings. The
visiting Diamondbacks remained
two games ahead of San Francisco and four in front of Los
Angeles.
Before 30,301, the smallest
home crowd in the nine-year history of the Rockies, Colorado got
two RBIs each from Hampton.
k
Terry Shumpert and Juan Uribe.
Luis Gonzalez hit his 52nd
660 N. 12th Street • Next to Office Depot, Murray, KY
SPEAKER - BERT OWEN
homer. Albie Lopez (3-6) gave up
seven runs and nine hits in 2 2Sunday, Sept. 23 - Wednesday, Sept 26
3 innings.
7:00 p.m. Each Evening
Astros 10, Giants 3
Fellowship Meal 600 p.m. Sun., Sept 23
Dave Mlicki (6-1) allowed three
and
innings,
hits in seven shutout
Pastor Don Faulkner ttultes the public to attend
Moises Alou hit a three-run homer
at San Francisco.
*
Take 94 E. to 1346 turn right on 1346 to Liberty Rd.
I I
Barry Bonds was 1-for-3 with
a walk and a single.

Rangers, Devils play first
game in NYC since attacks

Rolen, Phillies
close on Braves
with 3-2 victo
By The Associated Press
Scott Rolen's series against
Atlanta seems a lot like Chipper
Jones' against New York two years
ago.
Rolen delivered yet another big
hit, and the Philadelphia Phillies
beat the Braves 3-2 Wednesday
night., to move within a half-game
of first-place Atlanta in the NL
East.
-We're in a good spot right
now, but I'd rather be half-game
ahead," Rolen said. "We still have
a lot of work to do."
Rolen, who hit two homers off
Greg Maddux in Monday's 5-2
win and had the game-winning
hit off iohn Smoltz in Tuesday's
4-3 victory, gave the Phillies a
3-2 lead with an RBI single in
the sixth off John Burkett (II-11)
and made three outstanding plays
at third base.
"We're not intimidated at all,"
shortstop Jimmy Rollins said. "We
believed since spring training."
In other NL games, it was New
York 9, Pittsburgh 2: Colorado 8,
Arizona 2; Houston 10, San Francisco 3; San Diego 4. Los Angeles 3 in 10 innings; Si, Louis 8,
Milwaukee 2: Chicago 10, Cincinnati 0: and Montreal 5, Florida
2.
At Philadelphia, rookie David
Coggin (5-5) allowed two runs
and five hits in seven innings to
stop his four-game losing streak.
Jose Mesa worked the ninth for
his 38th save.
Atlanta won six of seven before
terrorist attacks forced postpone-

SportsBriefs

$39 95 FREE
NO C:I:I ACTIVATION

767-9111

REVIVAL

Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church

GIRLS' SOCCER
• Murray vs. Graves County
Mayfield, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
• Mayfield vs. Calloway County
Jim Nix Complex - 5:30 p.m.
BOYS' SOCCER
• Mayfield vs. Calloway County
Jim Nix Complex - 7 p.m.
• All 'eV Classic Round of 16:
Murray vs. Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S VQLLEYBAL
• 'Inn.-Martin vs. Murray State
Racer Arena - 7 p.m.

CALL

S1'0144E16
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY IN

(270) 753-9500

JOHNNY WI WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
[ye Physician & Surgeon
1-800-272-9477

SCHEDULE
TODAY

$159-95

MSILI SOCCER
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

nutc0
ess'enbatts

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
VS.

VS.

ALABAMA
SAMFORD
A&M
Sat., Sept. 22
Sun., Sept. 23
RACERS
at 1 p.m.
at 1 p.m.
CUTCHIN FIELD

GO RACERS!

1674 STATE ROUTE • 121 Nolan • Milk% KY • 753-2348
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

.
CLASS F EDS

Just Say "Charge It"

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPLAY

"4141i.t-r
'471

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140

ip

150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

in. Me

ry

LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
$2.50 extra for Shopper iTues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide i $2.50 extra for blind box ads. 340 Houses For Rent
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
360 Storage Rentals
any submitted matter
370 Commercial Property
ADJUSTMENTS
Pets & Supplies
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads 380
only
responsible
for
Times
will
be
Ledger
&
for any error Murray
390 Livestock & Supplies
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately
400 Yard Sales
so corrections can be made.
AD DEADLINES
410 Public Sale
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
425 Land For Rent or Lease
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
430 Real Estate
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
435 Lake Property
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday
440 Lots For Sale

I

"Love From Above"
It happened so suddenly, in the middle
of the night
He slipped away, in search of the light.
He made his peace andfound the way
From now on, that's where he will stay. ,
He is happy up there and he talks to God
He is always asking,
"Why mommy sobs?"
He wants you to know that he is okay
Just keep his memories and never
let them fade.
By: Kimberly Mercado

BREAKFAST
Biscuits & Sandwiches
Plenty of Hot coffee
Starting @ 6 00am
Corner Pocket, Almo

FOUND on S. 16th St.,
brown kitten around 6
months old. Call 753-4580.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free.
installed free.
Requirements are easy,
Just take $21.99 per month
for 1 yr. & have a valid
credit or debit card. Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P. Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

Jason, we love you and you are still
„greatly missed!
4,
o%
r Love,Dad, Mom, Kristy

Notice

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ADMINISTRATION
Representative
Area Technical College
has immediate opening for
an administration Representative. Seeking out going and self motived individual. Experience preferred, but will train the right
person. Salary and benefits. Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-K,
Murray, KY. 42071

010

010
Legals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Company seeks one-per
son Office Manager. Mus
be computer literate &
bondable. Send resume to
513-A S. 12th, Murray, KY
42071.

Living
NDEPENDENT
Specialist: Fulltime position available with a notfor-profit social service
agency provides programs
and services for people
with disabilities in the Murray, KY area. Social service background or related
field with some computer
knowledge helpful. Some
overnight travel required.
People with disabilities encouraged to apply. Send
resume by October 3 to
Cal, 1304-U Chestnut,
Murray, KY 42071 ATTN:
Jeanne.
NOW taking applications
for night help. Apply in person @ Breaktime Billiards
94 E.
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to $25-$75 / hr. PT/FT
www.pcwork4me.com
888-689-7989

DRIVER TRAINEES
. NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits. NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 1-800-242-7364.

ELEVATOR
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN A.

NOTICE OF' PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray City Council will hold a Public
Hearing on Thursday,September 27, 2001 at
6:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City
Hall Building, 207 So. 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky. The purpose of this public hearing
is to hear comments from the citizens of
Murray regarding the _possible adoption by
the City of Murray of the Building Officials
and Codes Administrators International
National Property Maintenance Code.
Written comments may be sent to the -City
Clerk's Office at 207 So. 5th Street, Murray,
KY 42071
Freed Curd, Mayor
City of Murray

•All Colors •3 Gal. Size
00
$400

$3

in the field

Potted

641 N. to Radio Rd.
(Old 641) Follow Signs
Call 753-3068 or
489-2883 to pre-order.

al;
'

FEMALE looking for roommate to share expenses
on house in country.
767-9117

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027,-as enacted by the Kentucky General

Assembly Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray,
Kentucky, will hold a Public Hearing on September 27, 2001, in the
Council Chambers, City Hall Building, 207 South 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky to hear comments from the public regarding proposed 2001
tax rates on real property.

PTL is seeking an individual with office
experience, which includes detailed clerical
procedures. Duties will include preparation
of proposals, negotiating contracts and rates.
Applicant must have good computer skills
and working knowledge of Excel. PTL offers
an excellent compensation and benefits
package. The position is full-time, regular
hours, with benefits. If you are seeking a
challenging position, please mail your
resume to:

As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:
Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC.

Revenue
Expected

1 Preceding Year Tax Rate and
and Revenue Produced

.3260

$1,461,846

(2) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

3383

$1,607.476

Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

"PART-TIME" experienced
kitchen help. Hours will be
(anytime between) 8am2pm. M-F. apply in person
@ Pam's 410 Main.

PT Maintenance person
needed 6-8 hours per
week.
Dawahares of Murray
652 N. 12th Street,
Shoppes of Murray.

PHYSICIANS office is
seeking to hire a FT ReNurse
FT
ceptionist,
and/or Medical Assistant.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-0, Murray,
Ky 42071.

RESTAURANT

SALE CLERK. Charlie's
Antique Mall in Hazel.
Weekdays with flexibility to
work occasional weekend.
35+ hours per week. Must
be able to type and dip ice
cream. Must have outgoing personality, knowledge
of antiques NOT required.
$5.50 p/hour. Stop by for
application or send resume. PO Box 196, Hazel,
KY. 42049. NO PHONE
CALLS.

manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days, nights, & week- SONIC Drive-In of MurPOSITIONS Available
ends. Pay rate will be de- ray is now taking appli•LPN 11-7 shift
pendent on previous cations for crew memMonday- Friday,
management experience. bers for all shifts. No
•LPN weekend baylor shift
Apply in person or send phone calls please. Ap•CNA 3-11 and 11-7 shifts
resume to Sonic Drive-in ply in person at Sonic
Please apply at Birchtree
217 S. 12th St. Murray, Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Healthcare 106 Padgett
Ky 42071. No phone Murray.
Drive Clinton, KY 42031.
calls please.
Monday thru Friday 8:00
AM - 4:30 PM.
•Long term care facility Administrator must be Kentucky Licensed with expeWe Are In Demand Of Men
rience in Long term Care.
Please send resume to
& Women Wanting To Get Into
Birchtree Healthcare 106
The Trucking Industry.
Padgett Drive Clinton, KY
2
Wk
Training & Start Earning
42031 in care of Sheri
32K-42K Plus Benefits
idembh..
James.

Full-time, benefits. High
school graduate, five years
in elevator trade and/or
electronics, electrical, or
mechanical experience.
Responsibilities: some supervision; efficient operation, inspection, preventive PART-TIME Bookkeeper.
maintenance, and repair of
30+ hours; bring resume to
elevators. Valid driver's- liMeyers Lumber Co. 500
cense required. Salary
South 4th; or mail P.O.
$973 hourly. Apply at. HuBox 350, Murray, KY
man Resources, Murray
-42071.
State
University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3312. Women/minorities encouraged to apRH1T Certification required. 1-2 years experiply. EEO, M/F/D, AA emence in acute hospital setting required.
ployer.
Computer skills, excellent communication and
EVERGREEN Rehabilitation a national provider of
organizational skills a must. Qualified applitherapy services has the
cants can submit resume and a minimum of two
following positions availaprofessional references to Jackson Purchase
ble: OT, COTA, PT, PTA,
Medical Center - Human Resources
ST. Please fax resume to
Department, 1099 Medical Center Circle,
- 1-877-331-5368 or e-mail
Mayfield, KY 42066. EOE MN/F/D
to therese @evergreenrehab com

ADMINISTRATIVE
CLERK

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles

Help Wanted

MEDICAL RECORDS CODER

Legals

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

060

060

060

Notice

In Memory

"Il

Aiii4k,„.6116

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

MI

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics

114'"

ADS

visa

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

0

KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCKERS
How's your home time?
Is your insurance paid?
Good wages every week?
The Bestvvay Package
Puts You First!
Home most weekends!
Paid health & life ins. 100%!
Earn up to $915.00,week or more!
Minimum age 4- CDL 1 yr. OTR
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
Automotive Freight
Bestway Express, Inc.
800--886-7633 FOE
www.bestwayexpressinc.com

Paschall Truck Lines
Human Resources
Attn: George Stockton
P.O. Box 1889
Murray,KY 42071

GET TRAINED. GET HIRED. GET PAID.

Your 1st Yr.
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand

CALL NOW 800-398-9908
FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
Needs Customer Service
Representatives in the local area.
$38K-S45K + full benefits.
No experience needed, we train.
Taking calls today & tomorrow
10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
759-1073 ask for Peter Leighton
EOE/M/F

HOME HEALTH
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
registered nurses for our home health
agency. Position is full-time with some call
required. We are also seeking PRN staff for
after-hours and weekends. Stop in or call to
find out about our new per visit rates.
Excellent benefits and salary based on
experience. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-642-7600

--

NOTICE
(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
.3199

$1,520,046

(4) Revenue Expected from New
Property

.3383

(5) Revenue Expected from Personal
Property

.3383

$405,22

(6) Tax Rate Proposed for CERS
Unfunded Liability

.0211

$136,400

Maintenance Worker I

Department: Natural Gas Division
$61,663

The City of Murray Proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by
levying a tax rate of $.3383 which will be spent in the public safety
departments of City government. The $.0211 special tax levy is
authorized by KRS 78.530(3)C and will be used to underwrite the
unfunded liability of transferring police and fire personnel to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
Freed Curd
Mayor

Position:

Minimum salary for the position (depending
on training and experience.) $7.92 per hour
plus benefits
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, life insurance, retirement
plan, longevity. wellness plan, sick, vacation
and personal days.
Job applications and descriptions for the above
listed position are available at the City Clerk's
office located in City Hall at 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions
concerning this position, please contact the
Personnel Office at 270-762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Thursday, September 27. 2001.
The

of Murr.o is an Equal Opporfunit I.rnplocr

• Drug screening will be required of
successful applicant.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following lob openings

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
The System Administrator helps maintain the computer server environment, including usernames.
passwords, server licenses, system patches &
upgrades backups and day-to-day network management and support issues This position coordinates plans and administers these areas to support organizational objectives
Position requires a 2 year degree from an accredited college or technical school in the field of information systems, or other computer related field
Also requires CNE and/or MCP certification Al
least 3 years of system administration experience
in Windows NT/2000
For details contact:
Human Resources
I 270)762-1106

MURRAY
CALLONAY

Equal Opportunity
Employer

COUNTY

110SPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

COMING SOON!

THE BULL PEN
Steaks and.Spirits
Est.2001

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring
Servers, Cooks,
Dishwashers & Busers
Apply In Person
Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
at
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071

150
Midge
For fieAs
EXPERIENCED individua
to care for infant twins 2-3
days per week in our
home 753-4549
HEATHER'S Home Daycare has openings for
ages 1-5 Provider is CPR
trained with educational
background in child development 759-4649
MRS Kim's Daycare now
has openings for infant
through School age
767-0791
WILL babysa in my home
Day or night $9 50 per
day References available
270-345-2217
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL do house, office, and
753church cleaning
1016
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
WILL sit with the elderly at
night Very reasonable
References available
270-345-2217

100
Business
Opportunity
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy' No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs

OVER 5,000 movies
DVD & video games
Starting at $2 95 for sale
Shop early for Christmas
Movie World
714 N 12th St
POOL table $300 only 1
yr old great condition
must sell' 759-4649
RIDING mower Excellent
condition 88 model 11 hp
Briggs & Stratton motor
Call for more info after
4pm 767-0310
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area. Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day

1

11121 Appliances

DRYER. refrigerator. 7534684.
180

Lawn& Garden
LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts, 4-wheels.
ect Free pickup and delivery 436-2867
SELL-OUT
MOVING SALE
at BETHEL GARDENS
Every Friday & Saturday
until OCT 21st
Hwy 94E 2 miles, turn
left,
follow signs
Farm Equipment

Computers
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers.. $699.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S.

436-5933.
9a m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard

1974 Chevy 2 ton 16ft.
bed and hoist. 366 engine.
$5250.
1978 7700 John Deere
combine. $5200.00
435-6099.
2640 J D., nice, 3900 hrs.
$8.000. 382-2331.

Mobile Homes For Sale

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns. & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

150
Artx.ies
For Sale
16'X100 green house
Redwood truss, specia
greenhouse fiberglass. (al
so extra fiberglass sheets
for sale)
Can be seen at
500 N 4th St. Murray Ky.
or call 270-759-0901
after 5pm 731-644-3625
2000 model hot tub. Excellent condition. paid $5.000,
sacrifice $2,500. firm. 7598757
COUCH, $35., local delivery $10 , diamond ring, 1/5
carat, original receipt
$250 753-6020

1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1 -2,br apts
efficiency
C/H/A, near MSU 7531252 or 753-0606
1BR & Studio apt near
MSU, partial utilities Cole
man RE 759-4118
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR partial utilities, yard
maintenance
included
753-1790.
1BR., low utilities No pets
$225 p/mo 753-3949
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances 753-1492
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs,
$350.- up. 759-4406.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
Hours. 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity.
LARGE 2br. 1 bath duplex
in private area. Central
gas heat & air, utility room,
no pets. lease plus deposit. 759-1087

RENT or rent with
objection to buy
3br. C/H/A
323 VVoodlawn/Sycamore
$495 per month
plus security
474-2520
SMALL house $285 p/mo
753-6012

10 acres with log barn Approx 2 miles west of Kirk
sey Hwy 464 Call after
5pm 753-6400

ft1
)1
•Arrest place to

2BR large closets, large
storage bldg. carport corner lot (270)437-4971
3BR, 2 full bath, 13 acres
of land 436-5064

CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600
STORAGE building for
rent. 45x26. Located
back of 703 S. 4th St
250/mo. Call Carlos Black
436-2935.

2 male Yorkie AKC, 1st
shots Ready to go
3 females & 3 male Yorkie
& Bichon-Frise mixed
Ready to go week of 9-24
759-8147
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
GREAT Pyrenees Puppies
for sale $75
Call 382-2528.
SHIHTZU AKC Ready to
go , beautiful colors
731-352-0037
731-642-5151
TOY size Pomeranian
AKC registered female
$250 436-6209
390

Livestock &Supplies
7 year Blue Roan Appa
oosa . gentle w/2 horse
trailer and saddles. All for
51,650. OBO 436-6209

MOVING
SALE
Sept. 20, 21 & 22
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
201 Center St.
Hazel
Follow signs.
Furniture, clothes,
freezer, washer &
dryer & more.

GARAGE
SALE
Fri., Sept. 21
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
1538 Spring Creek

Drive
Many items for the
house. Ceiling fans,
vanity lights, Mary
Kay products, cell
phone, zebra area
rug and much more

YARD
SALE
1704 Calloway
Ave.
Fri., Sept. 21
7 a.m. - ?
Something for
everyone.

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

la

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

We Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law

LII.t

iThe Fair Housing Amendments Act in 19581

is Illegal to Discriminate Against An
Person Because of Race. Color. Religion.
Sex. Handicap. Familial Status, or
. National Origin

•In the sale or rental ot
housing or residential lots

•In the pros mon of‘real
estate hrokerage service,

•In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

•In the appraisal of
housing

•In the financing of
housing

•Blockhusting is also
illegal

Anyone sstio feels he or she
has been discriminated
against may tile a complaint
of housing discrimination .

U.S. Department of
Housing and t titan
Des elopment Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and F:qual
Opportunit
Vkashington. 111 20410

Homes For Sale

3BR 2 bath on 27 fenced
North Calloway
acres
area 270-753-1410

2
EXCEPTIONAL 3br
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge Call 753-4109

OWNER says sell this 5
bedroom, 3 5 bath home
Home located in Southwest Villa Boasting well
over 4000 square feet under roof and priced at only
$159 9001 Owner says all
reasonable offers will be
considered Call Kopperud
Realty for your showing
MLSe 3002122 753-1222

2br Duplex, Northwood.
$72,000. 759-4406
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room
$39,900
435-4632 or 559-8510.

FOR SALE

UNIQUE open floor plan,
family room has vaulted
ceiling, skylights, 3br, 2
bath, basement rec/workshop, attached garage
Reduced to $74,00 216
Woodlawn Call 436-5067

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not

perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111.N. 12th St. Suite B
410

YARD SALE
1532 Oxford Dr.
Sat., Sept. 22
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Maple hutch, table.
dresser w/mirror,
extra long twin
mattress, antique
lamps &
glassware, t.v.,
clothes, household
items.

YARD SALE
569 Highland Rd.
11 mi. East of Murray
to 1346, go right 1/2
mile.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Redecorated. Lots of
blue and yellow.
Household goods.
furniture, wood bathroom vanity w/sink,
lots more

YARD SALE
McCallon-Mills Rd.
Kirksey. 121 N. to 299
to 464 W. Watch for
signs.
Friday 8 a.m.
Saturday til Noon
Men & women's
clothing, children's
items, changing table,
Longaberger, hunting
items, furniture.
refrigerator, loads of
items.
Don't miss this one.

INDOOR
YARD SALE
292 Yarbrough
Drive
Off 121 South
Sept. 21 & 22
7 a.m - 9 p.m.
Dishes, books, old
iron bed, vases,
clothes, table &
chairs, recliners,
end tables.

Public Sale

(6 Party)
5083 94 West
Fri., Sept. 21
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 22
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Girl's & adult
clothes, lots of
general
merchandise.

GIANT
YARD SALE
1315 Oakhill
Dr. - Campbell
Estates
Fri., Sept. 21 &
Sat., Sept 22
8 a.m.-?
410

410

410

Public Soh

YARD SALE

Public Sale

Public Sale

Reel Estate
COMPLETE
AUCTION
SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086

460

Homes For Sale

3BR 1ba C/H/A 2 5 car
w/d
garage
hook-up
Large fenced-in
yard
Many updates 1633 Hamilton Mid 60's 753-7093

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109

I -800-424-11590(Toll Free)
. x(x)-424 x c:,4 I TDi))

2 older duplexes for sale
near campus NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED, SELLING NOWI
753-2479

Stomp Rentals

$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $

,
601v-irv,i,rA 46‹
4
#610
GM
47
44

1

LAND for sale Approx
464 acres Good timber,
good pasture, good hunting Near Puryear, TN To
20 7 acres, 1 mile to lake be sold by seal bids. Sept
Hunting $800 per acre 21st Call
662-534-0659
Terms 753-9302
for perspective Lanny Au70 acres, 1 mile black top, try, Broker M J
Leggett,
1 mile to lake. building Tennessee
Collaborate
sites $8750 per acre Broker
Terms 753-9302

2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
2BR.. 1 bath $295/mo +
North, Murray. 753-1967.
deposit 753-9826
Business Rentals
3BR. $375 per month +
building o $375 deposit. Rent appli- LAKE Front lot on KY Lake
storage
33'X50'
HazelAntiques.com
shop 16 feet overhead cation, 30 day on going in Hamlin. Located 1 miles
LIKE new. 8hp Craftsman door, concrete floor, high
contract No pets. 5 miles South of Bloodriver 141'
chipper shedder $400 ceilings
w/fluorescent east 489-2506
Frontage on lake, 60' on
753-9208
lights $200 p/month 607
road. Nice slope to water
MACHINE quilting
3BR, house. Walk to MSU.
S 4th St 753-8809
Deep year-a-round water.
Kitchen appliances fur$31.50 reg size
Asking
Restricted.
ft.
good
sq
1,500
APPX
nished. Days 759-4984 afMurray Sewing Center
555,000, Call after 6pm
heavy traffic
location,
759-8400
ter 5pm 362-2174
753-1890.
Rent monthly or long term
MURRAY Sport
5-6 bedroom. 3 bath brick
lease
LOTS for sale Starting at
& Marine Center
500 N 4th St Murray. Ky home. Walking distance to $11,000 Price includes
*Boats, motors, & trailers
furnishAppliances
MSU.
Call for more info
water, septic & driveway
accessories. 40% off
Daytime 1-877-726-4077 ed $725. month. 759-1070 Also land home packages
pipe
•1000 ft of 3mn
5BR , 2 bath house @ 108
after 5pm 901-644-3625
270-437-4838
*Used store fixtures.
FOR Rent Metal Building, North 7th St Call 759718 S. 4.th Murray, KY
406 Sunberry Circle Can 4750
be used for 2 shops, good CLEAN 2br dining-room,
MURRAY Sport
condition Se Carlos Black computer room, stove re& Marine Center
frigerator. carpet. C/H/A, 3800sqft. 2 story log
or call 436-2935
*Chrome & wood grains
outside storage 508 S. home-- 13 acres fenced
display counters Some
11th. No pets. $450/mo w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
old style for storage
759-1987
shelves.
of Murray, 94E & arena-- 3 other outbuildEAST
1 & 2br Apartments, Kirk
•1000 ft of 3 in pipe
1346 area Cute 1br. $295 ings-- 6 miles east of Mursey. Appliances furnished
753-1844
•Used store fixtures.
per month plus security ray. Phone (day)
Coleman RE 759-4118
(night) 753-7687.
718 S. 4th Murray. KY
474-2520

Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel is now
accepting new dealers. For less than $1.90
per day you can rent a large area of prime
retail space. Our experienced sales staff
handle all sales for you. You get detailed
computer generated sales reports. Tax
number or business license NOT required.
We sell for you 7 days per week. If you are
interested in retailing to the public and
don't want to be tied down then Chtirlie's
Antique mall has the answer. Selling your
stuff is our business and we take our business seriously. For more information call
270-492-8175 after 10:00 a.m. or stop by
Charlie's at 303 Main St.. Hazel. KY. Visit
us online at www.hazelantiques.com.

460

1111 Au".

1996 Dutch doublewide 1 OR 2br apts near down28x48, 3br, 2 bath, large town Murray starting at
kitchen. Deck and front 5200/mo 753-4109
steps included. Excellent
RED OAKS APTS.
condition. Must be moved
Special
(270)492-8755
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
97 Fleetwood 16x60, 2br.
2BR From $325
2 bath, 10x12 storage
Call Today!
bldg. Fox Meadows 270753-8668.
759-8894
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br. apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
12X43 in New Concord.
EHO
$145 p/mo Call 436-2427
SPACIOUS 2br. basement
FOR RENT OR SALE
apt. Appliances, W&D No
3br., 2 bath home 10 mipets. $225 + deposit. 489nutes to MSU $450/mo + 2471.
deposit Make an offer I
can't refuse 270-247-5872
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
MMACULATE with new
bedding, Iv. a/c, desk/
bed/
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
chair. phone. Plus full
BS TV.
QUIET family park in ex- house privileges,
Cable moclusive residential neigh- w/d, kitchen.
your
borhood with city police dem All you need is
after
767-0421
Ph
clothes.
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and 5pm.
city transit service. $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup.
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury
753-3855.

Acme.

Houses For Rent

Apartments For Rent
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PUBLIC AUCTION

-GONE=
- 6131NG=G01=-ESTATE AUCTION
SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT

Saturday, Sept 22nd, At 1000 A. M.
"The Anna Pearl Shankle Estate"
716 Warren Road
Near Lyra owlI 1143 KY
From Lynnville Take Hwy 94 West 1/2 Mile To Hwy 1382
'Rhodes Chapel Rd" Proceed South 3 8 Miles To Warren Rd,
Proceed On South On Warren Rd 7/10 Mile To Pro.

_
53-79 ACRES
In 3 Tracts & Combinations

A Iftsrst0rs Dream!!
T-Ft/ACT AICFtlEAIGE CDIF
22 Acre's - 2eir 4c All With Pawed Road Frontage
• w
•
Tract 1 - 3.3 Acres
2 Bedroom Frame Home
Vinyl Siding - Carport
Good Well • Garden Area
*
• I
Drive Out & Take A Looldi
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit
I
Of S3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 0

JAMES R. CASH
NE, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER ,
J

RC

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 II°C
R
'THE SELLING MACHINE

Call For Brochure •

wsvw. .mesrcash.cons

Friday, Sept. 21, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KY take 94W to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield.
KY take 121 South through Coldwater.
turn south onto Hwy. 1836.
Follow to auction. Signs posted.

F rt.Sh-?..7,17-1
FeirgijirtStir!ijk'i
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

(2) three piece bedroom suites - (1) 4 piece bedroom suite - old
queen size bed - twin beds - small table & chairs - electric cook
stove - nice gas cook stove - microwave oven - washer & dryer high chair - nice pictures and frames - computer - stereo - gas
heating stove - wood heating stove - odd chairs - color t.v.'s - file
cabinets - gas floor furnace - nice table lamps - kitchen cabinet
base - small piece of berber carpet and new pad - lot of dishes pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - chain saw - lot of collec-

1250 Radio Rd - "Old Hwy 641 N"

tor items.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, Sept. 29th, At 10:00 A. M.
!Mg Charles & _Tema Flushing Property"
Almo Heights - Near Murray, KY
' An Outstanding Calloway Co Location!!
-I €Z3711Fir

AI=Fe E.

In 4 Tracts 8. Combinations
111111°
11
T
•411 st.....;•

a

.1
.
•.<1
..

-,

"Wr-anct 44a0 1 _n43113 Acreses
Attractive 3 Bedroom - 2 Bath Brick Home
Spacious Master Suite w/Jacuzzi Tub & 48" Shower
Family Room • Dining Room w/Great View Window
Kitchen w/Lots Of Cabinets • Laundry Room
Nice Closets • Upstairs w/Potential • Basement
Large 2 Car Garage • Paved Drive • Porches
Natural Gas Central System • City Water
Attractive Back Yard Lake w/Pier • Playground Area
Landscaped- Fruit Trees • Small Barn & More"

1 11
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

I ni

0.699 Acre w 2460 So F Building 10 463 Acre w4140 Sq Ft Building
3 Overhead Front & Side Entrances 6 Overhead Front & Rear Entrances
Office Area - Concrete Floor
Office Area - Concrete Floor
Multi- FPasr-lacps-e• Etasilcliregs-ff

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
212 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, KY off 641 South.
auction signs. Selling the carpenter shop tools of
for
Watch
the late Mr. Grant Stiles or Stiles Classic Frame Shop.
Nice air v-nailer mitre mite 2+1 - large Craftsman wood lathe &
bits - small wood lathe - 12" plane by Wood Master Tools Inc. floor model band saw - 6" Craftsman plane or jointer - Craftsman
10" radial arm saw - 8" table saw - bench type drill press - nice
Coleman air compressor - small Delta sander - 5 hand sanders routers - circle saw - small drill press - drill bits - lot of furniture
clamps - circle saw blades - electric motors - shop vise - c-clamps
- hand saws - hand planes - bolt cutters - B&D work table - paint
gun - spoke shaver - 2 wheel dolly - wall mourq glass cutter - picture frame clamps - picture frame matting cuner - moulding - saw
mill sawed dry lumber - 15.000 BTU Warn, Morning gas heating
stove - wrenches - tools - socket sets - gas line trimmer - and
much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn a 1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays-

-1-s-asC't 0:210 7-617 AsCresila
240' Of Frontage Along Radio Rd
A Great Tract ...A Lot Of Potential!!
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit
Of $3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Daysi
Inikaufm1tiiirairsi WO i4g. Wu 0 II cip Emits.
Antique Items: Carnival Glass • Depression Era Glass • Figunnes
• Pnnts & Frames • Lamps • Clocks • Wooden Hat Boxes • Oak
Church Benches • Maytag Wringer Washer • Old Toys- Cars
Trucks, Tractors Guns. Dolls • Advertising Items • Books • Life
Magazines 40.s-50'S • Electric Train Set • Childs Tin Kitchen Set •
Grocery Scales • Victor Radio • Truetone Radio • Cast Iron •
Crockery • Horse Drawn Items • 50's -Good Gur Gas Pump • Lots
Modem Items : Original
Of Miscellaneous Antique Collectibles
Ken Holland Oil Painting • Oak Bar Stools • Kitchen Appliances •
Refngerator • 2-Chest Freezers • Small Table & Chairs • Sectional
Sofa • Outdoor Furniture • Ping Pong Tables • FP Pool Table-Air
Hockey • Lots Of Toys• Lots Of Nascar Memorbillia Dale Eamhart.
Jeff Gordon • Several Trumpets • Gun Cabinet• 12 Ga Reloader &
Equipment • Shotgun & Rifle Shells • Compound Bow *Arrows •
Trap Shooting Vest-Bags-Equipment • 40 Bags Lead Shot •
Reloading Components • Lots of Hunting & Fishing Supplies •
Weight Bench & Weights• Lots & Lots of Miscellaneous From The
Shop'57 Chevy Parts • 67 Caner° Parts • Automotive Pnnts &
Posters • Hi Pressure Washer • Paint Guns • Shop Vac • Hand Vac
• Battery Chargers • Air Tanks • Fire Extingushers • Craftsman
Torque Wrench • Bolt Bins • Shop Cabinets• Several Cars Stereos
& Radios • Steelhorse Truck Seat Console • Lots Of Auto Cleaning
Supplies • Heaters • Squirrel Cage Fan • Metal & Wooden Shelves
• New Security Lights • Lots Of Wood & Metal Doors • Electric
Garage Door Opener • Face Brick • And Much Much More" 1986
Ford 1 Ton Dump Truck wiBed & Hoist • A Farmall
Tractor w/ Culti • Riding Lawn Mower. 14 HP Hydro

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
Two Auctioneers Will Be Selling
One With Sho• Items • One WithHome Items

JAMES II. CASH
,
AJCTONEEPAREAIESTATE9KNE;
cANCY FARM KY- 270-623-8466 ' 4
J
RC
CaN For IMPONsint •

woruclaimarcasle.coin

•-
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ycles & ATY's
2000 600 Grizzly 4-wheel
er w/winch Good condi
lion $4200 759-4329

530
Services Offered

I [

'MATTS MOWING'
759-2510
-Mowing *Landscaping
*Gutter-Cleaning

2001 Suzuki GSX-600
700 miles $7500 Call A affordable hauling, junk
753-8173 or 759-8574, clean up tree work, gutter
and leave message
cleaning 436-2867
A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
a Utility Vehicles
E
[
done to perfection build1996 Jeep Grand Chero- ing. remodeling, additions,
kee Limited. white IA/ gold porches, decks, roofing,
trim, loaded. sunroof. CD, siding. concrete, fences,
leather, excellent condi- furniture design. and restotion, 87k miles, $12.500 ration Free Estimates
753-4380
call 759-8488
1999 Jeep Grand CheroA-1 Tree Service
kee Excellent condition
Stump Removal
30,xxx miles $19.000
492-8737,
753-7930
437-3044
Used Cars
1985 Madza 5-speed.
GLC good running condition $1,100. OBO or trade
for ATV. 436-5398 after
3.30
1988 Ford Taurus Station
Wagon, AT, 74,700 actual miles, excellent condii,g1 $1,700 OBO.
753-4390
1989 GMC Safari. V-6.
loaded, second owner,
well kept. sharp $3400
OBO. 753-6567.
1991 Hyundai, red with
sunroof automatic. 2 door.
Body and interior in good
to excellent shape. Will
need new motor eventually S700 OBO.
Call 759-9215
1994 Mercury Sable LS.
new transmission, new
tires, runs good S4,200
OBO
759-1789 leave
message
1998 Ford Escort SE.
Black with grey interior.
75.000 miles. Great conditon S5800 759-1147 after 4pm
1999 Crown
Victoria
44,xxx miles, deep red
437-4092
88 Consca Good work
car. $750 753-1356
92 Buick Century
-Very well kept
-CD player
-New installed AC system
$3000 OBO
901-247-5975
'93 Ford Escort SW_ 5sp.,
very good cond 40mpg, 1
owner Asking S1900. 7623224 or 767-0603
94 Nissan Sentra. 90.xxx
miles, loaded
$3,500
OBO
753-6808 Days
753-4243 Evens

Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2001

530
Services Offered

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local,
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555.
NEW service to this area.
Time Savers Errand Service. We can help you with
shopping. dry cleaning,
drug store. and more
Deliver to your door
More information call
270-382-2397.

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
AFFORDABLE Electric
753-0520
•Commercial,
SAM'S Tree Care
•Residential,
I climb and cut,
•Remodel
you haul away
"Quality don't cost it pays"
$50 min
759-2488
752-0479
ALL Carpentry Service
SMALL JOBS
From Foundation to
Can't find anyone to do the
Finish
small jobs? Call Bill Settle
18Yrs experience
753-9708. Garage doors,
New Construction.
openers, decks, siding. adRemodeling. Repairs.
ditions and repairs
Concrete Work
SUREWAY
AGC Certified
TREE SERVICE
435-4272
Stump Removal
ALL Carpentry,
Insured with full line of
Electrical.
equipment
Home building, additions,
Free estimates
remodeling Rotten floors,
753-5484
sagging roofs Home &
YARD TECH
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
Lawn & Landscape
References Call Larry
maintenance
Nimmo
437-4407
753-9372. 753-0353
210-6268

*WOLFF TANNING BEDS
TAN AT HOME! Buy direct
and save' Commercial/
home units from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call
today 800-842-1310
www np etstan com

&
TOYS
*FRIENDLY
GIFTS has openings for
party plan advisers and
managers Home decor,
gifts. toys, Christmas Earn
cash trips. recognition
Free catalog, information
800-488-4875

*COMPLETE SATELLITE
SYSTEM with 2 receivers
installed for less than
$50 00 Call 502-254-0768
or 866-398-3474

RESORTS RENTALS
•A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
OF LOVE The most reasonable wedding chapel in
& SIDING the smokies Ceremony,
*WINDOW
pictures, video, flowersSALE $69 00 Per month
All credit accepted no $150.00.Cabins available
money down lifetime war- 800-922-2052 www wedranty Call toll free today for dingbellsinthesmokies corn
free estimate 888-670Weathermaster
3035
•"GET MARRIED" Smoky
Products, Some restricMountains, Areas Most
tions apply
Beautiful Chapels,
Ordained Ministers,
HELP WANTED
Complete Arrangements
*COOL TRAVEL JOB
Honeymoon/Family
Entry level positions, 18+,
Cabins, Breathtaking
no experience necessary,
Views, Fireplaces
2 weeks paid training.
Wedding Arrangements
transportation. lodging pro800-893-7274, Vacation
vided. $500 signing bonus
Lodging 800-634-5814
to start. Toll Free 888-774smokyweddings corn
7442.
*TRAIN
AND
WORK
CLOSE
TO
HOME!
Choose from one of 7 Job
Corps centers across the
state and receive free
training right here in
Kentucky. Job Corps staff
will help you plan your
career, find a great Job
close to home and earn
more money when you
graduate. Get your GED or
high school diploma while
living on a Kentucky Job
Corps center. Residential
and non-residential programs available, Ages 1624. Call 866-JOB CORPS
for more information about
a center near you!

Services Offered

6

620
Services Offered

520
Sorrices Offered

•GET
HIRED!
GET
TRAINED! GET PAID!
Hiring 250 Dnvers in your
areal 14 Day CDL Training
Available 1000/0 Financing
Available! Call 888-6458505 Exp'd drivers
800-958-2353
*DRIVER Minimum $1000
Down Lease Purchase'
$202 89/week, 2 year payments! Be your own boss!
Bumper to bumper 2 year
warranty' EOE Call Bob or
800-553-CRST
Tony
(2778)
*DRIVER: AIRFREIGHT
and DEDICATED& and
lots of it! 3 immediate OTR
openings. Company dnvers or contractors. Class-A
800-788-73571
CDL.
www.la ndaircom

•DRIVER-$1,500 Sign-on
Bonus. Up to 35,2 a mile
starling loadecUempty. Full
benefits. direct deposit.
Tarp pay. Assigned conOwner
ventional.
Operators needed! 800441-4271 WET 135.

BUILDINGS
*MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY! Three Undelivered
Arch
Steel
Buildings!
25x40, 35x42, 45x100.
Call now 800-341-7007.
www steelmasterusa.com
STEEL
BUILDINGS!
Factory Direct! Onetime
Sale! Closeouts: 30x40,
40x75, 50x100, 60x150,
100x125,
140x200.
Commercial/Industrial.
Must sell now! 800-3210174 ext. #156.

ServIces Offered

Services Offered

Metal RoofingMetal
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734
•

270-759-4979
Free Column

.13
7—
4Latiihmtizer

FREE kittens 753-7777

FREE! -FREE PALLETSTotally
Confidential

Licensed & Insured

U-naul oft Murray
Ledger & Times

753-1916

Cross Country Or Local

LAKE LAND PAINTING

91 150 Ford raised rood
conversion van, 66,000.
loaded, excellent condition 436-2858

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
St9eci2li2iv1?1V7 (2141-,,torr
-CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
*WATER PROOFING

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

s

*DECK & FENCE RESToRATION
*FAL X FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
NULTISPEC COATINGs

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

CARPORTS Starting at
5675 installed. Roy Hill
Statewide
(270)436-2113.
Classifieds
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed. Roy Hill
BUSINESS
(270)436-2113.
OPPORTUNITIES
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Courtesy Auto
Siding. Quality Work. Free •A+ M & M MARS/NESPlex has auto
Estimates Over 25 Years TLE Established vending
loans available for
by
sell
Will
Experience. Gerald Wal- route
Under 59K
10/1/2001
ters. 753-2592
slow pay. medical
Minimum
investment.
FENCING
bills. divorce.
Excellent profit potential
Midway Fence All types
Finance available/good
repossessions and
Complete services
credit Toll-free 888-333Reasonable
prices
call
bankruptcy
2254
Free Estimate Insured
Kenny B at
•NEW
FRANCHISES
Dick* Farley 759-1519.
Investment
AVAILABLE
800-505-5091 or
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Stores,
Dollar
required
Trimming,
removal. stump
our credit hot line
Fantastic
grinding. firewood Insur- MollyMaids.
Sams Computer Doctor,
24 hours
ed 489-2839
Coffee Shops, Payless Car
877-937-2886
ASPHALT contractor
Rental. Fast Food 100's
Mitchell Brother Paving
more available in all marSpecializing in
500
kets Call toll free 877-7922801
*Driveways, *Parking lots
Used Trucks
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
FOR SALE
coating. *Stripping.
1981 Ford F-150 4x4
•1994
SURCHEVROLET
*Chip & seal
Runs great' $1500
BURBAN 2500 DIESEL
Fully'insured.
759-4649
4x4interior.
Leather
1987 Dodge Ram 50 pick- Locally owned & operated loaded with rear heat and
Over 30yrs experience
up 51.250 firm
air-conditioning
New
759-0501
753-8119
Michelle Tires, nerf boards
753-1537
Excellent pulling vehicle.
1989 Ford F-150 4x4 90k
heavy duty truck 10/500 lb
SEALCOATING
Asphalt
Fiberglass
original miles
towing packing 156,000
Call Ronnie Geunn
bed cover se( bed liner
miles 2nd owner Runs
Doctor"
Asphalt
-The
753of
care
Well taken
and
great!
drives
work
our
*Compare
9756 Sun- Mon 901-589
$16.000 00 Call Frankfort
*Compare our prices
2500 ext 113 Tues- Sat
502-227-2760
•References furnished
1997 Z-71 High miles nice *Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
truck, ext cab $12.000
*Fully Insured
78 Dodge P/U utility bed
Classifieds
*Free Estimates
$900 OBO
270-753-1916
270-759-1953
759- 1070

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

ledger & Times

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
Ptus...all other home improvements

•

Vans

David's Home Improvement

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334

91 Dodge Caravan LE
$3500 753-8153 after
4pm
96 Ford Windstar Quad
seats, rear air, garage
kept Excellent condition
$6500 527-1897

CHANCE!
•DRIVER -COVENANT *HERE'S YOUR
TRANSPORT No offering Great career & CDL in 2
for weeks' Job Placement/
Pay
Diem
Per
Training
Experienced Teams, Solos Company Paid
$850
To
Available/Up
0/0Trainers
and
Solos/Teams 83c Plus fuel Weekly Call 800-995888- 5832/Exp'd Drivers 800Call
surcharge
(888-667- 958-2353
MORE-PAY
3729)
*LEASE TO OWN-Malone
Freight Lines has 1997
*DRIVERS& Looking for a Freightliner
FLD120's
solid flatbed company to Available
Money
No
hang your hat with? Want Down For more informato be home weekends?
tion call 888-239-5527
Call Tandem Transport.
Corp 800-551-9057 ext. *WANT TO
BE HOME
140 www land corn
EVERY 5-7 DAYS? Run
regional with more pay
than most long haul driv*DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states Flat with sides, ers! 12 mos OTR required
late model conventionals Heartland Express 8003 years experience. $2,000 441-4953 www heartla nd sign on bonus. Start 34c- express com
38c mile+ benefits. Call
800-444-6648.
*NORTH AMERICAN VAN
LINES has openings in the
*DRIVERS, Solos up to Flatbed Fleet Tractor pur45c per mile, Teams up to chase program available
48c per mile, Contractors Call 800-348-2147, Dept
.81c all miles. Lease KYS
options avail. (No money
down.) Fuel incentives,
increased holiday orienta- •DRIVER-At Panther II, We
tion pay & more!(No CDL, Pay Owner Operator's
No Exp., Need Training)& Well To Deliver! Per
$1.55
Mile
Motor Loaded
Call Burlington
Tractors; $1.30 Straight
Carriers 800-583-9504.
Trucks: .80C Cargo Vans.
1000,0 0.0 Fuel sur•DRIVERS-HOME EVERY charge. 800-640-7055.
WEEKEND, No New York
City. Start up to .360 a *HEAVY
EQUIPMENT
mile, Superior Insurances OPERATORS NEEDED
Owner
benefits.
and
NOW! 21 Day Training
Operator: .83c a mile, fuel Program. Learn to operate
surcharge. Paid Base Trackhoes,
Bulldozers,
Plate/ Permits/Fuel Taxes, Backhoes. NO money
Reimburse Tolls/Scales.
down. $38.000 1st year
Lease Purchase Program
potential Call Now! 866Available, 800-948-6766,
432-8937.
www.epestransport.com.

irstretAgma wt•mm2=1

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222

[cm

.DRIVERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER_ New Starting
Paid
Scale,
Pay
Earning
Orientation,
Potential Up to $50,000
Per Year, Full Benefits,
New Model Conventional
Tractors, Quality Home
Time, Regional & OTR
Drivers Needed NO STUDENTS PLEASE CALL
ARCTIC EXPRESS 800927-0431 www.arcticexpress.com, PO Box 129,
Hilliard, OH 43026.

Resort From $39(1-2 p.m. *ATTENTION: Get Your
Arrive Sun./Mon.-FREE CDL In 15 Days! No Out Of
night. Restrictions). Pools, Pocket Expense! Meals,
river ride, parasailing. Lodging, and Bus Ticket
Jacuzzi, suites, bar. 800- Can Be Arranged! Call Our
488-8828, www.sandpiper- Recruiting Hotline Today
1-800-219-7593.
beacon.corn

GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE

NINO

•DRIVERS-CDL TRAINING get paid while training
for placement with major
trucking company Earn big
money! Commonwealth
Truck Driving School Call
toll free 877-970-4043.

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide

Statewide
Classifieds

for houses, barns & sheds.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Nov scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

Divorce?• Bad Credit?• Bankruptcies?

3

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

*HIRING ON THE SPOTDo You Want To Know
How Big Money Feels?
Learn To Drive 18 Wheels!
$600-$800 Weekly Your
1st Yr. 2 Week In State
Training, No Out Of
Pocket, If Qualified. No
Employment Contracts.
•A BEAUTIFUL MOUN800-219-7591
limo,
Wedding-Free
TAIN
receptions, photography, •ATTENTION DRIVERSordained minister. Laurel NO EXPERIENCE NECTMC
Valley Chapel. marry@lau- ESSARY!
relvalleychapel.corn. 865- Transportation needs driv448-8200. Fax 865-448- ers. $650 guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
0810.
$900 per week or more
and still get home on
•PANAMA CITY BEACH. weekends!!! For CDL trainSandpiper-Beacon Beach ing call 800-206-7364.

M & T Painting

NEED A CAR?
DEF

Statewide
Classifieds

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

CHRIS KROUP'0
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture & Cabinetry

(,--

-Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr. Service

Cleanup Serowe

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

To Advertise Your Business
Call Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916
To Get More Information.

Antique Repair & Restoration

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Quality & Creative Home Improvement

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Residential/Commercial

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Wooden Sculptures

za.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Sept.
21, 2001:
Maximize your efforts this year, as you
will be graced with unusual foresight.
charisma and vitality. Others will listen
when you speak. Your words sound like
music to others. Always express yourself
openly and with gentleness Understand
the difference between openness and
honesty. You will gain both professionally and emotionally through creativity and
clarity. If you are single. you will easily
meet people and find someone you
would like as more than just a fnencl.
Happiness surrounds the , home front if
you're attached. Work on communication — especially when hitting a mental
logjam SAGITTARIUS anchors you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive:
3-Average, 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARILS (March 21-Apnl 19)
***** Forge ahead. and clear out an
important job Your ability to work with
others helps to mobilize what could he a
stale project. Complete rather than begin
Postpone cqnversations with friends and
family until later_ Tonight: Try something totally new.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** *•* Others instinctively know

that you will solve their problems.
Though flattenng. you might want to
establish boundaries or priorities.
Network and meet with individuals during the day. Use your interpersonal skills
to the max. Tonight: Someone has waited
a long time for this moment.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 201
*** Efficiency marks your interactions. You get a lot done, and quickly at
that. Be clear with a loved one. You cannot break off until you have completed
your -to do" list. Try to relax while
returning your calls and answenng your
e-mail. Tonight: Follow a friend's suggestion.
CANCER (June 21-July 22i
**** Your vivid imagination manages to create a whole scenano out of
nearly nothing While this ingenuity
could work in your favor frequently. it
also could distract you from your work
Work on more self-discipline to harness
this strength Return your calls Tonight
Working late? Wonder why.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
*** Taking care of family and personal matters must take a higher priority If
you can, take off from work or at least
skip part of the day Work on being 100
percent. wherever you are Think in
terms of investments and property
Tonight: Celebrate the weekend with a
loved one
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept 22)
***** Enhance your knowledge and

insight by asking the right questions.
Deal with others actively and responsively. A lunch or meeting bears fruit in
many ways. Follow the paths accordingly. Someone pitches in. Tonight. Don't
go far.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your intuition helps you follow
through on an important development.
Take time to handle a personal financial
matter as well Use your assets carefully;
recognize that they don't have to be
financial. Save calls and networking until
later in the day. Tonight Ever social.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) '
***** Make a list first thing this
morning of what you want to accomplish. You clear out each item with ease.
perhaps allowing you to leave work
early. Stellar forces amplify your luck.
Now what was it that you wanted?
Tonight- Let your extravagance show.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Continue using your instincts
with business and those in power You
utter the right words at the nght time
Listen to a loved one who shares a secret
Staying mum will take talent Attend a
meeting in the late afternoon or head out
the door early. Tonight. Whatever you
most want to do!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
***** Others zoom in if you beg
off. Stay focused on long-term goals.
which could involve breaking a new

frontier. Throw out the words "no" and
"can't" from your vocabulary. Accept an
offer, even if it involves additional work
or a change. Tonight: Smile. Take your
time. Do only what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Another cheers you on as
your efforts pay off. Don't think you
have only one supporter out there. You
have quite a few! Knowing how to juggle
your many demands points to the road to
success. Schedule a get-together for as
late as possible. Tonight: Spread good
news.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You see past an obvious ploy,
though on some level you might enjoy
this person's attention or manipulation.
Do not take this person's feelings for
granted, but do express yourself more
directly. The only way to end a game is
not to play. Pursue the high road.
Tonight: Wherever you are, others surround you.
BORN TODAY
Talk-show host Ricki Lake (1968),
author Stephen King (1947). actor Larry
Hagman (1931)
•••

...;44 Andy Donn,Agent
753-4703

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 76 and have
aortic stenosis and hypertension for
which my physician has prescribed
Procardia. The book "Worst Pills, Best
Pills" indicates that patients with aortic stenosis should not take this medi
eine. What are your thoughts?
DEAR READER: That you should
check this out with your doctor.
Aortic stenosis is a common affliction in the elderly. It is marked by
varying degrees of blockage of the
aortic valve, which fails to open completely with each heartbeat. Mild aortic stenosis requires no treatment;
more severe forms lead to cardiac
weakness and overwork, necessitating surgical replacement of the valve.
Procardia (nifedipine) is an excellent drug for hypertension. It is widely
prescribed and, in general, is safe.
The manufacturer discourages the
use of Procardia in patients with
severe aortic stenosis because the
drug may, in some instances, provoke
heart failure and other side effects.
Nonetheless, it is appropriate therapy
for high blood pressure in patients
with mild/moderate aortic stenosis.
You should ask your doctor about this,
because - all things being equal the medicine is probably safe for you
to use. I have prescribed it for several
hypertensives with mild aortic stenosis; no patients have had difficulty.
Your comments about Procardia
prompt me to editorialize about consumer-oriented books,such as "Worst
Pills, Best Pills." I encourage patients
(and readers) to obtain whatever
information they can about the drugs
they're taking. An educated patient is
a good patient. Ideally, the prescribing physician or pharmacist should
provide such information. But, as we
all know,this doesn't always happen.
Consumer references can be valuable, but they must not be taken too
literally. Every medicine - including
aspirin, herbals and over-the-counter
remedies-has side effects. If people
were to worry excessively about such
complications, which rarely affect
more than about 5 percent of patients,
no one would take any medication,
even if the drug were necessary to
improve the quality of life.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

Therefore, the information in books
can be used-but only in conjunction
with additional resources, including
other literature and - most important-one's own physician.
Like material on the Internet,
"Worst Pills, Best Pills" is not a bible;
its statements are not gospel. Ask
your doctor to explain why he prescribed Procardia and whether,
because of your aortic stenosis, an
alternative medicine might be preferable.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR.GOTT: What causes nocturnal leg cramps? What can be done
about them? I regularly awaken with
pain that is distressing. My doctor
prescribed quinine capsules that provide temporary relief. Would vitamin
E help?
DEAR READER: No one knows the
exact cause of nocturnal leg cramps,
which are believed to be due to poor
arterial circulation in the lower
extremities. This common condition
may accompany the aging process
and can be quite troublesome; the
cramps always interfere with normal
sleep and can be extremely painful.
For unknown reasons, quinine pills
taken at bedtime often prevent leg
cramps or lessen their severity.
Therefore, I believe that your doctor
is on the right track. Although vitamin
E has not been shown to relieve leg
cramps, it is harmless; you could certainly try it (in a dose of 400 units a
day). Should your physician be concerned about your arterial circulation,
he may order a vascular study of your
legs for the purpose of discovering
any significant blockages that might
be treated surgically.

DEAR ABBY: Finding "pennies
from heaven" has always been a
pastime in our family, especially
since Granny died three summers
ago. Spotting shiny pennies in store
parking lots and on the field before
soccer games makes us realize that
Granny is with us in spirit during
those games and shopping excursions. The pennies are a comforting
reminder that she is close.
A most unusual incident
occurred a few days before our last
holiday: I was rushing around, feeling unusually overwhelmed about
getting the family ready for our big
car trip. As the day wore on, I
became more and more uptight. I
was tired, cranky, and my shoes
were suddenly too tight.
As I removed my sandals, I discovered a shiny penny wedged
between my sandal strap and the
top of my foot! Now really, wouldn't
I have felt it there before that? And
how in the world did it get there?
Methinks Granny was trying to
tell me to slow down - that everything was going to fall into place
and not to let it get to me. In fact,
we had a wonderful holiday, and
I'm sure dear Granny was at every
stop we made.
S. KLASSEN,PRINCE ALBERT,
SASKATCHEWAN,CANADA
DEAR S. KLASSEN: Your
experience gives new meaning
to the phrase "running into
money."

*5*

DEAR ABBY: I had two daughters, 47 and 45. My older daughter,
who was dying of cancer, gave her
sister a penny and asked her to
keep it to remember her by when
she was gone.
One day, I asked my younger
daughter to come with me to pick
out a car. We went to one place and
then to a second one. When we
approached the entrance, she found
a lucky penny and put it in her
wallet. Then I found a penny. Then
she began to find more, and so did I.
We counted them up. She had six I had eight.
We were so excited, we threw the
pennies in our purses. We both felt
that they were a sign from my
deceased daughter telling us to buy
the second car because it was a
better deal - which I did.
Now the pennies we collected
that day are wrapped in white lace,
tied with a purple ribbon and suspended from the rearview mirror of
my new car. Every time I look at
them, I know nly daughter's spirit
is with me. Pennies from heaven,
indeed.
SONIA,NORWICH,CONN.
DEAR SONIA: No kidding!
Any time customers leave a car
dealership with more money
than they came in with - you
know the pennies are from
heaven.
*5*

***

To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable - and most frequently
requested - poems and essays, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for INS (U.S.
funds) to: Dear Abby - Keepers Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447.(Postage is included in the price.)

Tenn., on Sept. 19.
Ten years ago
Sina Richardson spoke about
James L. Johnson presented his
Your Woman's Club" at a
"Know
address, "Hello Rainey...Hello
Rainey," which he presented-AVM-meeting of the Theta Department of
annual convention of Kentucky the Murray Woman's Club.
Murray High School Tigers lost
Broadcasters Association in May, at
a meeting of the Murray/Kentucky 7 to 6 to Mayfield Cardinals in a
Lake Chapter of Association of Re- football game here.
Forty years ago
tired Persons. The address conNearly 2,000 Kentuckians, many
cerned the wireless radio broadcast
by the late Nathan B. Stubblefield with families, made new plans today after the Army announced yesof Murray.
Births reported include a girl to terday that the 100th Division will
Thelma and Eddie Darnell, a boy to report to Ft. Chaffee, Ark., rather
Janet and Randall Miller, a girl to than Ft. Polk, La., on Oct. 1.
John H. Hornbuckle Jr., gunners
Connie and John Dillon and a boy
to Tandy and Gregory England, mate second class, U.S. Navy, is
serving about the dock landing ship,
Sept. 16.
USS Catamont, in "Exercise Sea
Twenty years ago
Murray State University will ob- Wall," a joint Army, Navy and Air
serve its 58th anniversary of its first Force amphibious maneuvers, on
day of classes with its third annual San Juan Island, Wash.
Founders Day convocation Sept. 25.
Murray High School Tigers won
Dr. Adron Doran, retired president 52 to 7 over Morganfield Guerillas
of Morehead State University, will in a football game.
be the speaker.
Fifty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch
A total of 1,345 students are enwere married 60 years Sept. 18.
rolled in classes at Murray State
Births reported include a girl to College for the fall semester, acMr. and Mrs. Crawford Gallimore, cording to Cleo Gillis Hester, regisSept. 2.
trar. John Robinson, director of
In high school football games, Murray Training School, said 410
Murray Tigers won over Fulton students are enrolled there.
City Bulldogs and Calloway Lakers
Births reported include a girl to
won over Lone Oak Purple Flash.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Johnson, a
Thirty years ago
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Arnold
The 1971 property tax bills have and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
been mailed to all property owners Grooms, Sept. 12; a girl to Mr. and
in Calloway County by the office of Mrs. Virgil Lee Brittain, Sept. 13.
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
The Kirksey High School Unit of
Mrs. Sue Nell Robinson, 32, Rt. Parent-Teacher Association voted to
1. Buchanan, Tenn., died from inju- sponsor a music teacher for the curries sustained in a two-car accident rent school year, according to Mrs.
on Highway 69. south of Paris, Sue Bazzell, president.

DEAR ABBY: I love the penny
stories. Here's mine:
Several years ago, while I was
having lunch with my mother, an
elderly gentleman approached our
table and asked me to hold out my
hand. With a questioning look, I did
as he requested. He placed a shiny
new penny in the palm of my hand.
I smiled at him and asked why he
CONTRACT BRIDGE
was giving me this gift. He said that
ever since he had returned safely South dealer.
would give you an additional 30
from World War II, he has made it North-South vulnerable.
points. In view of what's at stake,
a habit to give every "redhead" he
this is obviously a mere drop in the
NORTH
sees a lucky penny!
bucket.
1063
•
I still have it wrapped in celloAll this is said by way of introV
64
phane in my jewelry box. It's one of
duction
to today's sad tale, where
7
4
2
•
A
K
Q
my most treasured possessions.
South bid aggressively to reach a
473
sound six-heart contract but then
EAST
WEST
A REDHEAD IN OREGON
4J975
failed to make it.
+ K 82
DEAR REDHEAD: What a
Declarer won West's opening
V 52
✓ 10 9 7
lovely compliment. That vet- •J 9 8 3
• 10
trump lead and drew the outstanderan not only had an eye for the
J 98642 ing trumps in three rounds. He
4K 10 5
ladies, but he was a smooth
next cashed the A-K of diamonds,
SOUTH
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
talker as well. I salute him
receiving a jolt when East showed
# A Q4
out on the second round. After
VAKQJ 83
IVI 1
CO A I 11_10"
cashingthe queen and discarding a
•6 5
spade, he stewed for a while, not
• Q
knowing which black-suit finesse
The bidding:
North East to take. As it happened,he couldn't
South West
24*
NOT QUITE, BUT IT'S
HE WON'T BE NEEPINS IT POok
WOW,
Pass guess right, and he eventually lost
Pass
3•
QUITE A WHILE
CLAUDIA,
IN MINT CONDITION!
Pass a trick to each of West's kings to
3V
4•
Pass
NEW CAR?
5•
Pass finish down one.
Pass
4
NT
WHY'D HE
South's line of play was geared
6V
WANT TO
more toward making an overtrick
*strong and artificial
SELL IT?
than ensuring his contract. Since
Opening lead-ten of hearts.
he could afford to lose a trick, he
have taken out insurance
should
rubber
you're
playing
Let's
say
4
bridge and you find yourself in a against a 4-1 diamond division.
The proper play is to lead a
vulnerable six-heart contract. If
you make the slam, you'll score diamond at trick four and let the
700 points for winning the rubber, opponents win it!It is then asimple
q
750 for slam and 180 for the tricks matter to win any return and run
-1,630 points in all. Conversely,if the rest of the diamonds to make
you go down one, you'll lose 100 the slam.
Alk-I-H V
It is true that in adopting this
points. The total difference beSouth might lose a diaapproach,
going
and
the
slam
tween
making
r
WOMEN
DID
`IOLI
IT
WITH
RE'S GREAT- LOOKING... BUT
HIM??
1.4HAT IS
unnecessarily.But contrick
1,730
mond
therefore,
is,
one
down
BANG
THAT'S THE 8 HE DOESN'T SEEM TWIT
MD YOUR OBSESSIVE
sidering what's at stake, he should
points.
sLIN BLOCK?
MUCH YOUNGER OR MORE
HANDSOME
tNsECURiTIES
Now let's suppose you have a be willing to give away 30 points to
MN SCALP
BUFF THAN I AM! IiAli
EX-8.04FRtEND
IS
chance for an overtrick, which ensure scoring 1,630.
WRINKLING.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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THINGS ARE
"meANT
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1 Short-lived
fashion
4 "Mask" star
8 Hardwoods
12 Seraglio
MOM
13 Helper
14 Object on
radar
15 Flee
17 IV plus III
19 Seattle's St.
20 Hwy.
21 Unpaid, as a
bill
22 Muppet
creator
Henson
23 Soothing

herb

UNION

25 "Phooey"
26 Snort of
surprise
27 F.00tball OB
Marino
28 Muffle

29 Put the
finger on
32 Movie alien
"LOSER"...
"CREEP"...

"FREAK"...
"PORK BOY"...
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STINK!"
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DOWN
1 Enemy
2 Commercials
3 Synthetic
fabric
4 Superman s
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5 Go quickly
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EN,
13

8 "Shogun"
apparel
9 Mr. Pacino
10 Fuzzy fruit
11 Meat in a can
16 Had brunch
18 That is (Lat.)
21 Kind of watch
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19
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 20, the
263rd day of 2001. There are 102
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 20, 1519, Portuguese
navigator Ferdinand Magellan set
out from Spain on a voyage to find
a western passage to the Spice Islands in Indonesia. (Magellan was
killed en route, but one of his ships
eventually circled the world.)
On this date:
In 1973, in their so-called -battle
of the sexes," tennis star Billie Jean
King defeated Bobby Riggs in
straight sets, 6-4, 6-3, 6-3, at the
Houston Astrodome.
In 1973. singer-songwriter Jim
Croce died in a plane crash near
Natchitoches. La.: he was 30.
In 1976, Playboy magazine released an interview in which Demo- cratic presidential nominee Jimmy
Carter admitted he'd -looked on a
lot of women with lust."
In 1984. a suicide car bomber attacked the U.S. Embassy annex in
north Beirut, killing a dozen people.
Ten years ago: U.N. weapons inspectors left Bahrain for Iraq to re- .
new their search for Iraqi weapons - •
of mass destruction. On Capitol Hill. Senate hearings on the nomination of Clarence Thomas to the '
U.S. Supreme Court concluded.
Five years ago: President Clinton
announced his signing of a bill outlawing homosexual marriages, but
said it should not be used as an excuse for discrimination, violence or
intimidation against gays and lesbians. (The actual signing came a little past midnight

Answer to Previous Puzzle

9

MI
ill

/ WELL, HERE I
AM A6AIN
THE ANXIOUS

36 Informative
38 Tunnel
builders'
need
39 Above, to
Tennyson
40 Near
41 Battery size
42 Gasp
43 Tablet
45 Four qts.
46 Humid
47 Exclamation
48 Dent
49 Slacks off
52 Takes vows
54 Like some
exams
56 Big carnival
locale
57 Complacent
58 Join wood
59 Mole,
sometimes
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22 Toast spread
23 Yemen's gulf
24 Recent
25 Distant
26 Owns
28 Bandleader
Lombardo
29 Acorn
30 — -steven
31 Pub missile
33 Chicago hrs
34 Out — —
limb
37 Gob of gum
39 Cowboy films
41 TV producer
Spelling
42 Get-up-andgo
43 Furry feet
44 Throatcleanng
sound
45 Southern St
46 Place for a
mural
48 Flavor
enhancer
49 Ice skater
Babilonia
50 Jag
51 — sauce
53 Madame —
Barry
55 Egyptian sun
god
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Blues don't hang 'round this God fearin' woman
Murray native Suzanne Pitman Crook stars in country music video
'God Fearin' Woman'; holds true to roots of western Kentucky
MSU News Bureau
Suzanne Pitman Crook, a 1987
graduate of Murray State
University and the 1988 Miss
Kentucky. is the "God Fearin'
Woman" in the new Martina
McBride country music television
video titled,"When God Fearin'
Women Get The Blues."
The Nashville, Tenn.. resident is
a native of Murray and a 1982
graduate of Murray High School.
After graduating from MSU with
a bachelor's degree in journalism
and radio television. Crook went on
to pursue a career in the advertising
and marketing field. Currently, she
has her own business. Premiere
Resource Group. that she operates
from her home.
Additionally, Crook's blonde,
blue-eyed good looks have landed
her numerous modeling jobs.
appearing in commercials for PSI,
Toyota. Service Merchandise and
the U.S. Armed Forces.
Crook has also appeared as an
award presenter on the Peoples
Choice Awards and in country
music ideos for Ricky Skaggs and
Hoyt Axton.

The mother of a six-month-old
filmed the video
with McBride in Nashville and
Bowling Green. Ky. Crook's husband,
Steven,
would
"Coming from
bring their
Murray has
son, who
alluwed me to
was twomonths-old
ove in and
at the time.
out of all cirto the set
during
cles and feel
filming the
comfortable
scenes.
with everyone
Crook
said the
I meet."
court
-- Suzanne
square
Pitman Crook
scenes
were
filmed
around Bowling Green's historic
court square.
"The site director of the project
picked the downtown area of
Bowling Green because it was so
beautiful," she said.
Crook said playing the role of
the town's former pm queen who

SOP, Nash, Crook

Musicians play to help
relief efforts tonight

is married to her sheriff husband, a
former captain of the town's football team, was fun.
"It's actually about a wholesome
woman who just gets burned out
and fed up and decides to let her
hair clown," she explained.
Auditioning for parts such as the
"God Fearin' Woman" is a familiar
scene to Crook.
"There are so many people in
Nashville auditioning for music
videos and trying to break into the
music business," she explained.
"They usually know what they are
looking for, and you just can't take
it personally if you don't make it. It
is basically a numbers game."
Crook said they would film from
sun-up until sundown.
"My wake-up call would come
at 6 a.m.," she said. "The whole
experience of filming the video was
exciting, especially working with
Martina.
"She is such a hard worker. I
remember on the last day of filming, as soon as we finished, she
drove straight to Nashville so she
could attend an awards show that
night."

Is it a role that Crook can identify with? Perhaps. Ironically, Crook
was Murray High's 1981 High
School Prom Queen.
Crook said her education at
MSU in western Kentucky complements her successful career.
"It has always been so surprising
to me that in all the different places
I have traveled to, people are very
familiar with Murray State
University," she explained."This
has always given me a sense of
security. Murray State is small
enough that you did not feel swallowed up with people.
"Coming from Murray has
allowed me to move in and out of
all circles and feel comfortable with
everyone I meet."
Crook comes from a long blue
and gold family lineage. Her father,
Dr. W.J. Pitman, is a 1949 and 1951
graduate of MSU and a retired biology professor from MSU. Crook's
siblings, William J., Michael and
Martha Lyle are Murray State graduates. Crook's mother, Martha, is a
retired administrative assistant in
the MSU Career Services office.

Local dance troupe's workshop Sunday

The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will be
holding a Placement Workshop for the 2001-02
production season Sept. 23 from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
The workshop will be held at the Woodman of
Tonight (Thursday) at 6 o'clock. Jameson's Music. Murray State '
World Building located at Third and Maple
the
;
and
WLLE;
and
WVHM.
UM% ersity, The Murray Bank. WKYQ/WDDJ,
in Murray. Workshop participants should
streets
of
campus
the
on
Auditorium
Lovett
to
bring
musicians
your area
Third Street entrance located across from
the
use
Murray State University M.O.R.E. Help! (Musician's Organized Relief
Furniture.
Crass
•
of
victim's
the
Effort), an ex ening of music. remembrance_and hope for
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company is a
the World Trade Center attacks.
non-profit, touring dance company
regional,
Several local groups will be donating their time and talents including:
exciting dance programming to
provides
which
•
'
Show
6 p.m. The Willie Band (from WLLE),7 p.m. The Kentucky Opry
in the Jackson Purchase
communities
and
schools
Band, 8 p.m. Matt Sullivan (Contemporary Christian) 8:45 p.m. The
area.
Cobb Trio (Southern Gospel), 9:30 p.m. Hoosier Daddy (modern rock),
JPDC's 2001-02 production season will begin
plus others to be announced.
a contemporary concert of dance composiwith
Baked goods. along with other items will be auctioned off throughout
tions titled "Fall Dancefest" that will be perthe evening. Everyone is invited to attend.
formed at Heath High School and the Museum of
Admission to the event is free, but donations will be collected
the American Quilter's Society in Paducah Nov.9
throughout the evening. All proceeds are going to help fund relief efforts • and the Calloway County Schools Day Treatment
for the victims of The World Trade Center attacks and their families.
Facility in Murray, Nov. 10.

JPDC's spring production of "The Hobbit"
will include original music composition of
Atlanta composer Johnnye Burnham. "The
Hobbit" will be performed at Carr Elementary in
Fulton and Carlisle County Middle School March
1 and Wrather West Kentucky Museum Ilecital
Hall March.2 at Murray state University. The tour
will continue on March 8 for two performances at
the Market House Theatre in Paducah.
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company recently accepted an invitation to participate in a summer performance program for inner city children
in New York City in July 2002. Through this program, JPDC will provide workshops and performances of'The Hobbit" at various centers in
Manhattan. JPDC dancers will also be able to take
dance technique classes and attend three
Broadway shows.
Dancers from the 10-county region interested
in these wonderful performance opportunities are

Fri., Sept.2 „AO
2-3P.mN\
Live Froggy Remote
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encouraged to attend the workshop. The fee for
the placement workshop is $15. Please make
checks payable to JPDC.
Criteria for participation in the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company is as follows: must be
at least 9 years old; must be currently enrolled in
a dance technique class; must attend all scheduled
rehearsals and performances.
For information regarding rehearsal schedule,
policies or general information, please contact
JPDC Artistic Director Karen Balzer at (270)
767-0579.
JPDC's production has received partial funding from the Kentucky Arts Council a state
agency in the Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet with support from the National
Endowment for the Arts, and corporate underwriting support by Westvaco. All JPDC activities
and performances ,are held in facilities that are
handicap accessible.

Stk #X 1 I 19B,46,000 Miles, 1
Owner,Great Car & Xtra Clean
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